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PREFACE 
T n e pioneer tneoreni or WeaaernLurn on commutat ivi ty or 
division rings was proved in 1 9 0 6 . Aside rrom its own intr insic 
t eau ty and its impor tan t role in many diverse parts or algeLra, tne 
tne or em serves as tlie starting poin t ror tne investigation or cer tain 
kinds or condi t ions tha t render a ring commutative. A large pa r t or 
tne results in tliis area was developed in tne liands or Jaconson, 
Herstein, Kaplansky, Faitli, Martindale, Nakayama, Bell, Adil 
YaquD a n d many otners. 
T n e otject or tne present dissertation entit led " A STUDY 
O F COMMUTATIVITY OF CERTAIN SPBCIAL TYPBS OF 
RINGS ' is to collect and arrange some or tne recent researcn work 
in tne area 
T k e present exposition consists or rour cnapters. Chapter I 
contains nasic algenraic not ions , concepts and impor tan t 
terminologies used in tne subsequent cnapters. S o m e well-known 
classical commutat ivi ty tneorems are also included in this chapter . 
Lnapter II is nased on some papers wnicn discuss tire 
commutat ivi ty or prime and semi-prime rings. Commutat iv i ty or 
(n,k)-rings and (n,k) -rings lias also neen investigated. 
lii] 
Chapter III deals witn tne commutativity oi rings with unity 
:=atisrying certain polynomial conditions, wliereas Chapter Iv is 
devoted to tne study or commutativity oi some wider classes or 
rings. We know that in a ring R witn unity, xGxRoRx ror every 
X G R . However, tliere exist rings witnout unity in wnicn xE Rx 
(respectively x G xR). We call suck rings rigkt (respectively lert) 
s-unital. More generally, a ring R is said to ke s-unital ii x G x R 
PiRx lor every x G R. Tke commutativity oi tkese rings is discussed 
in tke last ckapter wkick kegins witk some results skowing tkat 
under certain appropriate conditions^one sided s-unital rings turn 
to De s-unital. 
Suitakle examples are provided at proper places to illustrate 
tkat tke restrictions imposed on tke kypotkeses oi various results 
are not superiluous altogetker. 
In tke end, a comprekensive kikliograpky or kooks and 
researck papers wkick were consulted during tke preparation o f tke 
present exposition kas keen given. 
Articles, deiinitions, remarks, examples and tkeorems kave 
keen numkered ckapter wise. A double point system is adopted to 
speciry tkem. For example, Tkeorem 3.2.6 in reference means 
Tkeorem 6 appearing in section 2 oi ckapter IIL 
[iii| 
Chapter - I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is devoted to introduce some fundamental notions 
and important terminology, which we shall need for the development 
of the subject in the subsequent chapters of the present dissertation. 
No attempt will, however, be made to deal with such elementary 
concepts as those of groups, rings, homomorphisms etc. Most of the 
material included in the chapter occurs in standard literature. To 
mention of few; Herstein [46,49], Jacobson [56], Kurosh [67], 
Lambek [68] and MeCoy [71,72]. 
1.2 SOME RING THEORETIC NOTIONS 
In this section we collect some important terminology in ring 
theory. Throughout, R represents an associative ring and for any pair 
of elements a, b e R, the commutator [a,b] = ab - ba. The symbols 
N ( R ) , C ( R ) and Z(R) denote the set of nilpotent elements, the set of 
commutators and the center of ring R respectively. 
Definition 1.2.1 (Divisors of zero) If a, b are two non zero 
elements of a ring R such that ab = 0, then a and b are said to be 
divisors of zero (or zero divisors). In particular, a is left divisor of 
zero and b is right divisor of zero. 
Definition 1.2.2 (Idempotent element) An element x € R is 
said to be idempotent if x^ = x. 
Remark 1.2.1. It is trivial that zero of a ring R is an 
idempotent. Moreover, if R contains unity 1, then 1 is also 
idempotent. However, there m^y exist many idempotent elements in 
R other than 0 and 1. 
Definition 1.2.3 (Nilpotent element) An element x e R is said 
to nilpotent if x" = 0 for some positive integer n. 
Remark 1.2.2. It is trivial that the zero of a ring is nilpotent. 
Moreover, every nilpotent element is necessarily a divisor of zero. 
Definition 1.2.4 (Characteristic of a ring) If for a ring R a 
positive integer n exists such that n • a = 0, V a e R, then the least 
such positive integer is called the characteristic of the ring R. If no 
such positive integer exists, then R is of characteristic 0. 
Definition 1.2.5 (Direct sum and sub-direct sum of rings) Let 
Si, i e U be a family of rings indexed by the set U and let S denote 
the set of all functions defined on the set U such that for each ieU, 
the value of the function at i is an element of Sj. If addition and 
multiplication in S are defined as follows: 
(a+b)(i) = a(i) + b(i) and (ab)(i) = a(i)b(i) for a , b e S 
respectively, then S is a ring which is called the complete direct sum 
of rings Si, i € U. The set of all functions in S which take on the 
values to zero at all but at most a finite number of elements i of U, is 
a subring of S which is called discrete direct sum of the rings Si, i e 
U. However, if U is a finite set, the complete direct sum and discrete 
direct sum of rings coincide and may be called simply direct sum of 
rings Si, i e U. 
Let T be a subring of the direct sum S of Sj and for each i e U 
let 0i be homomorphism of S onto Sj defined as 0i(a) = a(i) for a e S. 
if 0, (T) = Si for every i e U, T is said to be a sub-direct sum of the 
rings Si, i € U. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Ideal) Let A be a non empty subset of a ring 
R with the property that A is a subgroup of the additive group of R. 
Then 
(I) A is a right ideal in R, if A is closed under multiplication 
on the right by elements of R. 
(II) A is a left ideal in R, if A is closed under multiplication 
on the left by elements of R. 
(III) A is an ideal in R if it is both right as well as a left ideal 
and a left ideal in R i.e. 
for each a eA, r e R, ra and ar e A. 
Remark 1.2.3. (I) Every right (or left) ideal in R is a sub-ring 
but not conversely. 
(II) The concepts of right (left) ideal and ideal coincide in a 
commutative ring 
(III) The intersection of any set of ideals (right or left) in a ring R is an 
ideal (respectively right or left) in R. 
(IV) A non-empty set A of a ring R is a right ideal if and only if for all 
a ,b e A and r e R , a - b e A and ar e A. The corresponding results can also be 
formidated for left ideals and ideals. 
Definition 1.2.7 (Finitely Generated Ideal) Let S be any subset of a 
ring R. Then the ideal (right or left) A of R is said to be generated by S if 
(I) S c A 
(II) For any (right or left) ideal B o f R , S c B - > A c B . 
We usually denote such an ideal by the symbol <S>. If S is a 
finite set, then an ideal A generated by S is said to be finitely 
generated. In particular, if A is generated by the single element 
a e R, then A is said to be principal ideal and denoted by (a) or <a>. 
Remark 1.2.4. (I) <S> is the intersection of all those ideals of 
R which contains S. Consequently <S> is unique. 
(II) For an arbitrary ring R, 
(a) = {na + sa + at + Zsi a ti | n e Z and s,a t j , s; e R} 
(III) By aR we mean the set {at | t e R}. It can be readily seen 
that aR itself is a right ideal in R and contained in the principle ideal 
(a)r of R. 
(I) If R has unity, then (a), = aR . 
and (a) = Ra R. 
(V) In the ring Z of integers and the ing F[x] of polynomials 
over a field F, every ideal is a principal ideal. 
(VI) For any two ideals A and B of R, 
A + B = <A u B>. 
Definition 1.2.8 (Commutator ideal) The commutator ideal 
C(R) of a ring R is the ideal generated by all commutators [x , y] 
with x,y in R. 
Deflnltion 1.2.9 (Nilpotent ideal) An ideal A in a ring R is 
said to be a nilpotent ideal if there exists a positive integer n such 
that A" = (0). 
Definition 1.2.10 (Nil ideal) An ideal A in a ring R is said to 
be a nil ideal if every element of A is nilpotent. 
Example 1.2.1 Let M be the ring of all 2 x 2 upper triangular 
matrices over ring of integers. Then the ideal generated by ( | is 
lo oj 
nilpotent. 
Example 1.2.2 Let p be a fixed prime and for each positive 
integer i, Ri be the ideal in I/(p'^') consisting of all nilpotent 
elements of I/(p'^'). Now consider the discrete direct sum T of the 
rings Ri(i = 1 , 2 , 3 , —). Then T is a nil ideal of T itself. 
Remark 1.2.5. (I) A nilpotent ideal is a nil ideal, but converse 
need not be true in general. In example 1.2.3 above, T is a nil ideal 
but not nilpotent. 
(II) In a commutative ring, the set of all nilpotent elements is 
an ideal but it is not true in ararbitrary ring. 
Example 1.2.3 Let M2 be the ring of all 2 x 2 matrices over Z, 
n - n fo 0^  
and are nilpotent elements 
1 -1 1 0 
the ring of integers. Then 
of M2 but their sum is not nilpotent. This shows that the set of all 
nilpotent elements in M2 is not closed under addition and as such can 
not be an ideal in M2. 
Definition 1.2.11 (Prime ideal) An ideal P in a ring R is said 
to be prime ideal if and only if it has the property that for any ideals 
A,B in R, whenever AB c P we have A c P or B c P. 
Remark 1.2.6. If R is a commutative ring, then an ideal P of R 
is a prime ideal if and only if for any a,b e R, ab e P implies that 
a e P or b e P. 
Definition 1.2.12. (Maximal ideal) An ideal M of a ring R is 
called maximal ideal, if M ^^  R and their exists no ideal A in R such 
that M c A c R. 
Remark 1.2.7. (I) If M ^ R is a maximal ideal of R then for 
any ideal A of R, M cA c R holds only when either A = M or A = R. 
(II) Every maximal ideal in a commutative ring with unity is 
prime. However, the converse of this statement is not true. 
The following example shows that unity in the ring is essential 
for the validity of the statement given in remark 1.2.7 (II). 
Example 1.2.4 The ideal (4) in E, the ring of even integers is 
maximal ideal, but it is not prime. Indeed 4=2.2e(4) but 2«?(4). 
Definition 1.2.13 (Irreducible R-module) An R-module M is 
said to be an irreducible R-module if MR ^ (0) and the only 
submodules of M are trivial ones, namely the zero submodule and M 
itself. 
Definition 1.2.14 (Jacobson radical) The Jacobson radical 
J(F:) of R is the intersection of all maximal left (right) ideals of R. 
Remark 1.2.8. (I) J(R) is a two-sided ideals of R. 
(II) J(R) is the set of all those elements of R which annihilate 
all the irreducible R-modules. Thus J(R) = {r e R / rS = 0 for every 
irreducible R-module S}. 
Definition 1.2.15 (Prime radical) The intersection of all prime 
ideals of a ring R is called the prime radical of R. 
Definition 1.2.16 (Subdirectly irreducible ring) A ring R is 
called subdirectly irreducible ring if the intersection of all non zero 
ideals in R(some times called as HEART of the ring R) is different 
from zero. 
Definition 1.2.17 (Centre of ring) The Center Z(R) of a ring R 
is the set of all those elements of R which commute with every 
element of R. 
Dermition 1.2.18 (Centralizer) If R is a division ring and 
A c= R, Then Centralizer CA(R) of A in R is defined as 
CA ( R ) = {X e R I xa = ax for all a e A). 
Definition 1.2.19 (Lie and Jordan structure) Given an 
associative ring R we can induce on R, using its operations, two new 
structures as follows, 
(I) For x,y e R, the Lie product [x,y] = xy - yx. 
(II) For x,y e R, the Jordan product x oy = xy + yx. 
Definition 1.2.20 (Lie subring) A subset A of R is a Lie 
subring of R if A is an additive subgroup such that for a,b e A, [a,b] 
must also be in A. 
Similarly we can define a Jordan subring of R. 
Definition 1.2.21 (Lie ideal) Let A be a Lie subring of R. The 
additive subgroup U c A is said to be a Lie ideal of A if whenever 
u e U and a e A then [u , a] e U. 
We can similarly define the concept of Jordan ideal of a Jordan 
subring of R. 
Definition 1.2.22 (Derivation) An additive mapping d: R -> R 
is said to be derivation if d(x y) = d(x) y + x d(y), for all x,yeR. 
Remark 1.2.9. Let d be a derivation of a prime ring R and a be 
an element of R. if a d(x) = 0, for all x e R, then either a = 0 or d is 
zero derivation. 
1.3 
This section of the chapter is devoted to the definitions and 
simple properties of some special types of rings. 
Definition 1.3.1 (Division ring). A ring R containing more 
than one element is said to be a division ring if for every non-zero 
element a e R and arbitrary element b e R, the equations a x = b and 
y a = b have unique solutions. 
Remark 1.3.1 A commutative division ring is called a field. 
Definition 1.3.2 (Boolean ring) A ring R is called a Boolean 
ring if all its elements are idempotent. 
Remark 1.3.2. (I) Every Boolean ring has characteristic 2. 
(II) Every Boolean ring is necessarily commutative. 
Definition 1.3.3. (Simple ring) A ring with more than one 
element is called a simple ring if its only ideals are the two trivial 
ideals namely, (o) and R. 
Remark 1.3.3 (I) For a simple ring R, the condition R^  ^ (0) is 
equivalent to the condition R^  = R. 
(II) A division ring is necessary simple but not conversely. In 
fact, if D is a division ring, then the complete matrix ring Dn, for a 
positive integer n is simple which of course, may not be a division 
ring. 
Definition 1.3.4 (Semi-simple ring) A ring R is called semi-
simple ring if its Jacobson radical is zero. 
Definition 1.3.5. (Prime ring) A ring is said to be a prime ring 
if and only if the zero ideal is a prime ideal in R. 
R is a prime ring if and only if for any a , b e R such that 
aRb = (0) we have a = 0 or b = 0. 
Remark 1.3.4. (I) If P is an ideal in a ring R, then residue class 
ring R/P is a prime ring if and only if P is a prime ideal in R. 
(II) If R is a commutative ring, then R is a prime ring if and 
only if R has no nonzero divisors of zero. 
Definition 1.3.6. (Semi-prime ring) A ring R is said to be 
serni-prime ring if it has no nonzero nilpotent ideal in R. 
Remark 1.3.5. (I) R is semi-prirae if and only if xRx = 0 
implies x = 0. 
(II) If R is semi-prime then xR = 0 or Rx = 0 implies x = 0. 
The converse is not true. 
(III) If R is a commutative ring, then R is a semi-prime ring if 
and only if it has no non zero nilpotent elements. 
Definition 1.3.7 (Zero-Commutative ring) A ring R is called 
zero-commutative if x y = 0 implies y x = 0 for all x,y in R. 
1.4. CERTAIN CLASSICAL COMMUTATIVITY THEOREMS 
Theorem 1.4.1. (Wedderburn (901) A finite division ring is a 
field. 
Theorem 1.4.2. (Jacobson [55]) Let R be a ring in which for 
every x e R, there exists an integer n(x) > 1, depending on x such 
that x"^ ''^  = X. Then R is commutative. 
Theorem 1.4.3. (Kaplansky (58]) Let R be a ring with center 
Z(R) and a positive integer n = n(x) > 1 such that x"^ ''^  G Z ( R ) for 
every x e R. If in addition R is semi-simple, then it is also 
commutative. 
Theorem 1.4.4. (Faith [37]) Let D be a division ring and A^^D, 
a subring of D. Suppose that for every xeD, x"^ "^  e A, where n(x) > 1 
depends on x. Then D is commutative. 
Theorem 1.4.5. (Herstein [42]) If in a ring R for every pair of 
elements x and y we can find an integer n = n(x,y) > 1 which depends 
on X and y so that x"^"''^  - x commutes with y, then R is commutative. 
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Chapter - II 
COMMUTATIVITY OF CERTAIN 
SEMI-PRIME RINGS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter has been devoted to study the commutativity of 
certain semi-prime rings satisfying some polynomial identities. Most 
of the results of this chapter are based on the work of Herstein [46], 
Posner [78], Awtar [20], Quadri [81], Abdullah Al-Moajil [13], Bell 
[26], Abujabal et al. [6] and others. 
Section 2.2 opens with a result proved by Quadri [81] which 
states that, if R is a semi-prime ring in which either [xy , yx] = 0 or 
xyoyx = 0 is central, then R is commutative. This result was 
subsequently generalized by Al-Moajil [13] for the case of 2-torsion 
free rings. 
The concept of (n,k), ring introduced by Bell [26] has been 
dualized by Ashraf [15] as follows: let n be a fixed positive integer. 
A ring R is called an (n,k) -ring if it satisfies the identities 
(x.y)"" = y" x"", for all integers m with n < m < n +k-l. In section 2.3 
commutativity of semi-prime (n , k) -ring is discussed for k = 1; The 
results are extended in some other direction also. In the end of the 
section examples are provided to justify the conditions imposed on 
the rings. 
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2.2. 
In the year 1970 Gupta [38] proved that a division ring D 
0 0 
satisfying the polynomial identity xy x = yx y for all x, y in D is 
commutative. This result was generalized by Awtar [20], in 1973 who 
proved that a semi-prime ring in which [xy,yx] e Z(R), the center of 
R, then R is commutative. Later in 1978, Quadri [81] extended the 
above result as follows: 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let R be a semi-prime ring in which either 
0 0 0 0 • 
xy x-yx y or xy X + yx y is central, then R is commutative. 
We begin with the following lemmas which are due to Herstein 
and Posner respectively. 
Lemma 2.2.1 [46] Let R be a ring having no non-zero nilpotent 
ideal in which 2x = 0 implies x = 0 For any a e R, if [a,[a,x]] = 0, 
for all X e R, then a e Z(R). 
Lemma 2.2.2 [78] Let R be a prime ring of Ch ?& 2 and dl, d2 
derivations of R such that iterate dl.d2 is also a derivation, then one 
at least of dl, d2 is zero. 
Now, we first prove the following. 
Lemma 2.2.3 Let R be a prime ring with xy^x+yx^y e Z(R), the 
center of R for every x and y in R, then R is commutative. 
Proof. If characteristic of R is 2, then we are through by the 
result proved by Awtar [20]. 
Let characteristics of R be not 2. Then we assert that 
Z(R) 9t (0). Assume that Z(R) = (0). In this case for all x,y € R, 
12 
xy^x+yx'y = 0. (2.2.1) 
Replacing y by y + y^ we get 
2xy'x + y x y + y'x'y = 0. (2.2.2) 
Since y x V = yx^y.y = -xy^xy and y^ x^ y = y.yx^y = -yxy^x, (2.2.2) 
gives that, 
2xy'x - xy^xy - yxy^x = 0 
or xy^ (yx - xy) - (yx - xy)y^x = 0. 
Now with X = X + y, we get 
(xy - yx)y ' - y'(xy - yx) = 0. (2.2.3) 
Let Ir denote the inner derivation given by Ir(x)= xr - rx. Then 
(2.2.3) becomes ly' Iy(x) = 0. 
Thus by Lemma 2.2.2, we have \y^ =0 or ly=0 which gives that 
y-^ e Z(R)ory e Z(R). 
In any case y^  = 0 and from (2.2.2) we get, 
yx(y^x - xy^) = 0. (2.2.4) 
Now replacing x by x + y, we get 
y^(y'x - xy') = 0 (2.2.5) 
Putting X = rx, this yields, 
y^(y'rx - rxy') = 0 
or y .r(y x - xy ) = 0, since y y .r = y ry from (2.2.5) and we have 
y'R(y^x - xy') = 0. 
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Now R is prime and so we have y = 0 or y x - xy =0. But y x-xy =0 
yields y^ e Z(R) = (0) and thus in every case y^ = 0 for every y € R 
which gives that (x + y)^x= 0 or xRx = 0. This implies that x = 0 
i.e., R = (0) a contradiction. Hence Z(R)^ (0). 
Now let c be a nonzero element in Z(R). Then R being prime, 
ca 6Z(R) implies a€Z(R). Replacing x by x+c in xy^x + yx^y € Z(R), 
we get 
c(y^x + xy^ + 2yxy) e Z(R), Which forces that 
y^x + xy^ + 2yxy e Z(R). (2.2.6) 
Putting y = y - X in (2.2.6), we get 
xV + yx^ - 2xyx e Z(R). 
Now with y = yx, this gives 
(xV + yx^ - 2xyx)x e Z(R) 
Then x e Z(R), unless x ^ + yx^ - 2xyx = 0. But if x e Z(R), 
then also x y + yx - 2xyx = 0 and so in every case 
x^y + yx^ -2xyx = 0 , x , y e R 
or x(xy - yx) = (xy - yx)x. Hence by Lemma 2.2.1, 
X e Z(R) and R is commutative. 
Further, if R is a semi-prime ring in which xy^x + yx^y is central, 
then R is isomorphic to a sub direct sum of prime rings Ri, each of 
which as a homomorphic image of R satisfies the hypothesis placed on 
R and by Lemma 2.2.3, each of R, is commutative. Hence if xy^x + yx^y 
e Z(R), R is commutative. 
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Proof of theorem 2.2.1 Combining the above result with that 
of proved [20], our Theorem 2.2.1 is concluded. • 
The following example demostrates that an arbitrary ring 
satisfying xy^x - yx^y e Z(R) or xy^x + yx^y e Z(R) need not be 
commutative. 
fro a b' 
Example 2.2.1 Let R = . 0 0 c 
0 0 0 
a,b,CG Z, ring of integers 
Then R is a non commutative ring in which xy x - yx y € Z(R) 
or xy^x + yx^y e Z(R), for all x , y e R. 
In a paper, Abdullah H. Al-Moajil [13] further extended the 
above result as follows: 
Theorem 2.2.2 Let R be a 2-torsion free semi-prime ring. If 
[xy , [xy , yx]] = 0, for all x, y in R, then R is commutative. 
We begin with the following lemma. 
Lemma2.2.4 [48] Let R be a ring and 0 t^ A be a right ideal of 
R. suppose that given a G A, a" = 0, for a fixed integer n; then R has 
a non zero nilpotent ideal. 
Now we prove some intermediatory results. 
Lemma 2.2.5. If R is a ring and x , y e R satisfying [x , [x , y]] 
= 0 than [x^ , y] = 2x[x , y]. 
Proof. We have [x^ ,y] - 2x[x , y] = - yx^ - x^y + 2xyx = 
[ x,[x , y]] = 0. Thus we get, [x^ , y] = 2x[x , y]. 
Lemma 2.2.6 If x,y satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2.5 
then [x, [x , y^ ] = 2x [x , y]^ . 
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Proof. An easy computation as above yields the result. 
Lemma 2.2.7 Let R be a ring satisfying the identity 
[xy , [xy , yx]] = 0, for all x , y e R. (2.2.7) 
If there exists a non zero element x e R such that x = 0, then 
R is not semi-prime ring. 
Proof. Let y be an arbitrary element of R. Replacing x by 
y - yx, in (2.2.7) and using the fact that x^  = 0, we get 
0 = [x(y - yx) , [x(y - yx),(y - yx)x]] = [x(y - yx), [x(y - yx) , yx]] 
=[x(y - yx) , xy^x - (xy)^x] = (xy)Vx = (xy)^x. 
Therefore, 
( x y ) V = (xy)'X. (2.2.8) 
Now, applying the identity to xyx and y to get 
0 = [xyxy , [xyxy , yxyx]] = [xyxy , xyxy xyx] 
= (xy)\yx)l (2.2.9) 
Using (2.2.8) to substitute (xy) x for (xy) yx in (2.2.9), we obtain 
(xy) x=0. Therefore, (xy) =0. Thus in the right ideal xR={xy | yeR}, 
we have z = 0 for al z e xR and so in view of Lemma 2.2.4, R 
contains a non-zero nilpotent ideal. This shows that R is not 
semi-prime. 
Proof of theorem 2.2.2 Since R is semi-prime we may assume, 
in view of Lemma 2.2.7, that R contains no nilpotent elements. Let 
X, y e R be arbitrary. Then [xy , [xy , yx]] = 0 by assumption. This 
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obviously implies that [(xy)^,[xy,yx]]=0. Moreover, by virtue of 
Lemma 2.2.5, [(xy)^ yx] = 2xy[xy , yx]. Therefore, (xy)^ commutes 
with [(xy)^, yx]. That is, 
[(xy)', [(xy)^ yx]] = 0. (2.2.10) 
Using (2.2.10) and Lemma 2.2.6 we get, 
2[(xy)^yx]'=[(xy)^[(xy)^(yx)']]=[(xyx)y,[(xyx)y,y(xyx)]] = 0 
by taking z = xyx and applying the assumption on elements of R. 
Since R is 2-torsion-free and contains no nilpotent element this 
implies that [(xy) , yx] = 0. Also, since [yx, [yx , xy]] = 0, Lemma 
2.2.6 implies that 2[yx , xy] = [yx , 0] = 0. Hence, by assumption on 
R, [yx , xy] = 0, that is 
xy^x = yxV- (2.2.11) 
Now replacing y with x + y in (2.2.11) we get, x^yx+xyx^=x^y + y x \ 
that is 
[x', [x , y]] = 0. (2.2.12) 
Since [x y] = x[x , y] + [x , y]x and x commutes with [x , y] by 
0 0 0 
(2.2.12), we get [x ,[ x , y]] = 0. Moreover, replacing y with y we 
obtain [x^[x^y^]]=0. Hence by Lemma 2.2.6,2[x^y]^=[x^[x^y^]]= 0, 
which implies that [x , y] = 0 or 
xV = yx^ (2.2.13) 
Now, replacing y with x^ +y in (2.2.11), we obtain [x"\[x,y]]== 0 
which implies that [x\ [x^ , y]] = 0, since [x^,y]= x^[x , y] + x[x , y]x 
+ [x , y]x^. Repeating the argument above for x^  and y^ we obtain. 
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x'y = yx^ (2.2.14) 
Applying (2.2.13) and (2.2.14) we get (xyx - x^y)^ = 0. Thus 
xyx = X y = yx . Replacing y with y we get x y x = x y = y x . 
Therefore, (xy - yx) = 0 which implies that xy = yx. Since x , y are 
arbitrary we conclude that R is commutative. G 
2.3. 
In his paper [26], Bell defined an (n , k)-ring if it satisfies the 
identities (xy)"" = x*" y*" for all integers m with n < m < n+ k-1. It is 
an easy exercise of undergraduate level to prove that a (2,1) group is 
necessarily commutative. Also we know that a group G is abelian if 
for all group elements x,y the identities (xy)" = x " y " holds for 
three consecutive integers. In case of rings Herstein [51], 
Harmanci [39], and Ligh-Richoux [69] respectively considered (n,l), 
(n,2), (n,3)-rings respectively. Several authors including Bell [26] 
have also studied commutativity of (n , k)-ring. Later Ashraf [15] 
introduced a kind of duality of (n,k)-ring as follows: 
Definition 2.3.1 ((n,k)-ring). Let n > 1 be a fixed positive 
integer. A ring R is called (n , k)*-ring of it satisfies the identities 
(xy) •" = y " X ^ for all integers m, with n < m < n + k-1. 
We begin with the collection of lemmas whose proofs can be 
found as referred to with the statement of each lemma. 
Lemma 2.3.1[15] Let R be a ring in which given a , b e R 
there exist integers m = m(a,b) > land n = n(a,b) > 1 such that 
a " b " = b" a *". Then commutator ideal of R is nil. 
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Lemma 2.3.2 (551 If [[x,y],x] = 0, then [x ^y]=kx ''"' [x . y] 
for all positive integers k > 1. 
The following theorems have been extracted from the Ph.D. 
thesis of Ashraf [15]. 
Theorem 2.3.1 Let n > 1 be a fixed positive integer and R be 
an (n,l) -semi-prime ring. Then R has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Proof. Let a be an element of R such that a = 0. Using the 
hypothesis there exists an integer n > 1 such that (ay)" = 0 for all y in 
R. By Lemma 2.2.4, we see that aR = (0) which forces that a = 0, 
since R is semi-prime. G 
Theorem 2.3.2 Let n > 1 be a fixed positive integer and R be 
(n,l) -semi-prime ring, then R is commutative. 
Proof. For n = 1, the result is trivial. We may therefore, 
assume that n > 1. Let x , y be any pair of elements of R. Then 
x""' y" = x(yx)" = (xy)"x = y" x"". This implies that [x""' ,y"] = 0 
and by Lemma 2.3.1, combining with Theorem 2.3.1, R is 
commutative. G 
Later Abujabal et al. [6] generalized the above result by taking 
the index n as localized in the sense that n = n(x) depends on the 
element x in R. 
Theorem 2.3.3 Let R be a semi-prime ring in which for each x 
in R, there exists a positive integer n = n(x) > 1 such that 
[(xy)" - y "x °, x ]= 0 and [(yx)" - x " y ",x ] = 0 for all y e R. Then R 
is commutative. 
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Before proving the above theorem we first prove the following 
lemmas which are pertinent for developing the proof of the above 
theorem. 
Lemma 2.3.3 If R is a semi-prime ring in which for each x in 
R, there exists a positive integer n=n(x)>l such that[(xy)"-y"x",x]= 0 
for all y in R, then R has no non zero nilpotent elements. 
Proof. Let a e R, such that a = 0. Then by hypothesis, there 
exists a positive integers n = n(a) > 1 such that [(ay)" - y" a" ,a] = 0 
for all y in R. This implies that (ay)" a = a(ay)" = a^  y(ay)"'' = 0, 
hence (ay)"^' = 0 for all y e R. 
Now, if aR t- (0), then the above shows that aR is a nonzero nil 
right ideal satisfying the identity t"^' = 0 for all t e aR. So, by 
Lemma 2.2.4, R has a nonzero nilpotent ideal. This is a 
contradiction, since R is a semi-prime ring. Thus aR = (0) and hence 
aRa = (0). This implies that a = 0 because R is a semi-prime ring. 
Lemma 2.3.4 If R is a prime ring in which, for each x in R, 
there exists a positive integer n=n(x) > 1 such that [(xy) "-y" x",x]= 0 
for all y in R, then R has no zero-divisors, that is , R is a domain. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.3, R has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
So by [50, Lemma 1.1.1], R has no nonzero-divisors, since it is a 
prime ring with no non-zero nilpotent elements. 
Lemma 2.3.5 Let R be prim ring in which, for each x in R, 
there exists a positive integer n=n(x)>l such that [(xy) "-y" x",x] = 0 
and [(yx) " - x" y" ,x] = 0 for all y in R. Then R is commutative. 
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Proof. Let x and y be any two non zero elements of R. By the 
hypothesis, there exists a positive integer n = n(x)>l such that 
[(xy) " - y" x" ,x]=0 and [(y x)" -x" y" ,x] = 0. Thus x(xy) " - xy" x" 
= ( x y r x - y " x " ^ ' 
and x{(xy)"-(yx)"} = x y V - y " x " ^ ' , (2.3.1) 
Also, v/e have x(yx)"-x"*'y" = (yx)"x -x" y" x and hence 
{ (xyr - (yxr}x = x"* ' y " -x"y"x . (2.3.2) 
On by multiplying (2.3.1) by x from the right and (2.3.2) by x 
from the left, we obtain xy" x""' - y" x"'^ = x"^^ y" - x"'' y" x for all 
y in R and so x[y" , x""^ '] = [y" , x"^']x for all y in R. This implies 
that [[y" x-^'l.x] = 0 for all y in R and hence 
[[y" , x""'], x"''] = 0, for all y in R, (2.3.3) 
Now, we consider the following two cases: 
Case (I) If Char R = p t^ 0, for a prime p, then from (2.3.3) and 
Lemma 2.3.2, we get [y", (x"")"] = p(x""')P-' [y" , x""'] = 0. Hence, 
R is commutative by [51]. 
Case (II). If Char R = 0, then R in torsion free by Lemma 2.3.4 
and hence R is commutative by [59, Lemma]. 
Proof of theorem 2.3.3 If x is an element in R, then there 
exists a positive integer n = n(x) >1 satisfying the identities 
[(xy)"-y°x°, x] = 0 for all y e R and [(yx)"-x"y", x] = 0 for all y € R. 
Since R is semi-prime satisfying [(x y)" - y" x",x]=0 V y e R and 
[(yx)''-x"y"»x] = 0 V y 6 R, R is isomorphic to a sub direct sum of 
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prime rings Ri (i e 1, I is index set), each of which as a 
homomorphic image of R satisfies the hypothesis placed on R. 
Hence, R is commutative by Lemma 2.3.5. 
Theorem 2.3.4 Let k ^ 2 be a fixed positive integer and let R 
be a semi-prime ring such that for such x and y in R, there exists a 
positive integer n = n(x,y,xy,yx)>l such that {(xy)"} - y"x" } e Z(R), 
and {(x'' y)" - y" x''"} e Z(R). Then R is commutative. 
Before proving the above theorem we first prove the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.3.6 Let R be a domain in which for each x , y in R, 
there exists a positive integer n = n(x,y,xy,yx)>l such that for a 
fixed positive integer k > 2, either x ^^'^^^ e Z(R) or (xy)" = y" x" . 
Then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let x,y and z be elements of R. Then there exist 
positive integers n = n(x,z,xz,zx) > 1 and m = m(y,z,yz,zy) > 1 such 
that 
x(k-i)ng2(R) or (xz)" = z" x" (2.3.4) 
and 
either y''''^'"€Z(R) or (yz)" = z*" y*". (2.3.5) 
Now, we consider the following cases. 
Case I. If x '^'-'^ " ^ Z(R) and y^ *^ '^ *" «? Z(R), then from (2.3.4) 
and (2.3.5), we get 
(xz)" = z " x " , for all z G R, (2.3.6) 
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and (yz)'" = z"" y*", for all z e R. (2.3.7) 
Let l; be a positive integer. Then a simple induction shows that 
(x' z)" = z" x'", for all z e R, (2.3.8) 
and (y' z)*" = z"" /"", for all z e R. (2.3.9) 
On multiplying (2.3.8) by x' from the right, we get 
z" x'"''=(x* z)V=(x' z)(x' z)....(x' z)xW(zx') (zx*)....(zx') = x'(zx*)". 
Thus 
Z"x*"'* =x'(zx')". (2.3.10) 
By using (2.3.9) along with (2.3.6) and (2.3.7), we have 
(xyx)-"" = ((xyx)")"" = (((xy)x)")'" = (x"(xy)")'" = ({xy)T i^T 
= (y" x") '"x""' = x"'"y"'"x"'". 
Hence, (xyx)*"" = x"V'"x"'". (2.3.11) 
Also, using (2.3.9) and (2.3.10) along with (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) we get 
(xyx)""" = ((xyx)")" = ((x(yx))'")" = ((yx)" x"")" 
= x'""(yx)"'" = x"*"-' (x(yx)"'") = x"*""' (xy)""" x 
= x"""-' ((xy)")-" X = x"""-' (yV)"'x =x"'"-'(x")'"(y")'"x 
= x"'"-'(xT(yTx = x'"'"-'y""'x. 
Therefore, 
(xyx)""" = x^ "*"-' y"'"x. (2.3.12) 
Combining (2.3.11) and (2.3.12) gives 
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^„m ynm ^nm ^ ^2nm-l ynm ^ ( 2 . 3 . 1 3 ) 
Clearly, nm > 1, for n > 1 and m > 1. Hence, (2.3.13) implies that 
^nm^^nm-lynm ^ _ ynm ^nm^ ^ Q ( 2 . 3 . 1 3 ) * 
Since R is a domain, (2.3.13)* implies that x"'"'V"'" x = y""'x"'". Thus 
(X"™-' y"-" - y"-" x"'"'')x = 0. (2.3.14) 
Again R is domain, (2.3.14) gives x"*""' y"*" - y"*" x"""' = 0, that is 
j^ nm-i ynmj ^ Q Therefore, R is commutative by [51]. 
Case II. Either x^^'^^^e Z(R) or y '^'"'^ "' e Z(R), then 
y(k-l)"x('^-'>" = x<''-'^"y('^-')"'. 
Again, R is commutative by [51]. 
Proof of theorem 2.3.4 Using the argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3.3, we may assume that R is a prime ring. By Lemma 
2.3.4 R is a domain. Let x and y be elements in R. Then there exists a 
positive integer n = n(x,y,xy,yx) > 1 such that {(xy)" - y"x"} e Z(R), 
and {(x'' y)° - y" x''"} e Z(R), for k > 2. So, there exist elements 
r = r(x, y, xy , yx), T' = r'(x , y, xy , yx) and r" = T" (x , y , xy, yx) in 
the centre Z(R) such that 
(xy)" = y V = r, r = r(x , y, xy . yx) e Z(R). (2.3.15) 
(xV)° = y"x''" + r', rV(x,y,xy,yx) e Z(R) k > 2. (2.3.16) 
If k = 2. Then by using (2.3.15), we get 
(xV)"= (x(xy))"=(xy)"x"+ r,, r,=r,(x,y,xy,yx) € Z(R). (2.3.17) 
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Now, let k > 3. Then k - 1 > 2. Let rs = rj (x,y,xy,yx) e Z(R). By 
using (2.3.16), we get 
( x V r = (x'- '(xy)r = (xy)" x '^'-'^ " + ij . (2.3.17)* 
From (2.3.17), and (2.3.17)*,we have for all k > 2, 
(xV)" = (xy)" x^"-')" + r'', T"= X" (x, y. xy , yx),e Z(R), (2.3.18) 
Where x" = ri or X2. 
Now, from (2.3.18) and (2.3.15), we obtain 
(xV)" = (xy)" x'^ "-" + x" 
= (y"x" + r)x '^=-'>" + x" 
= y"x'^"+rx^''-*>" + r^ 
Thus (xV)" = y" x*^ " + rx^^-'^ " + x". (2.3.19) 
Comparing (2.3.16) and (2.3.19), we obtain rx^*'-'^ " + x'^ = r', and 
hence rx '^^ "'^ " G Z ( R ) . Thus for r = r(x,y,xy,yx) = {(xy)"-y"x"}e Z(R), 
we have, 
rx '^^ -'^ "z = zrx '^^ •'^ " for all z € R. (2.3.20) 
If r ;^  0, then (2.3.20) implies that x^ *=-'^ "z = zx^'''^" for all z e R, 
since R has no zero devisors. So either, r = 0 or x '^'"'^ " G Z ( R ) . This 
shows that for n = n(x,y,xy,yx) > 1, 
either (xy)" = y"x" or x '^^ ''^ " G Z ( R ) . (2.3.21) 
So by Lemma 2.3.6, R is commutative. • 
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A generalization of [10, Theorem 2] can be obtained by using 
the same argument as used in the Theorem 2.3.4. In fact, we can 
establish the following: 
Theorem 2.3.5 Let k > 2 be a fixed positive integer, and let R 
be a semi-prime ring such that each x, y in R, there exist a positive 
integer n = n(x,y,xy,yx) >1. Such that {(xy)" - x" y") e Z(R), and 
{(x'^y)" - x''"y"} e Z(R). Then R is commutative. 
The following example demonstrates that condition on the ring 
R to be a semi-prime ring in Theorems 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 is not 
superfluous. 
Example 2.3.1 Let R be a subring generated by the matrices 
'0 1 0^  
0 0 0 
0^ 0 0^  
5 
'0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0^ 0 0^  
y 
'0 0 O' 
0 0 1 
0^ 0 0^  
in the ring of 3 x 3 matrices over Z2, the ring of integers modulo 2. 
Then for all positive integers n > 1, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3.3 
and Theorem 2.3.4 hold. However, R is not commutative. 
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Chapter - III 
SOME COMMUTATIVITY CONDITIONS 
FOR RINGS WITH UNITY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The ring theoretic analogues of many long known results 
concerning commutativity of groups could not be readily established 
because unlike groups, cancellation property lacks in arbitrary rings. 
However, many ring theoretic analogues of group theoretic result 
hold under some extra conditions on rings. For example, it is a 
simple undergraduate level exercise to prove that a group G in which 
(xy)^ = x^ y^ , for all x , y in G must be abelian; but its rings 
theoretic analogue fails. In 1968, Johnsen, outcalt and Yaqub [57] 
showed that in case of rings with unity, the result holds. In the 
present chapter, we collect some recently established commutativity 
results for rings with unity. 
Section 3.2 opens with ring theoretic analogue of the group 
theoretic result which states that if a group G satisfies the identity 
(xy)° = x° y° , for all x, y in G for three consecutive integers, then G 
is necessarily abelian. We investigate the cases when the mentioned 
identity holds for two consecutive integers or even for only one 
integer. The material in this section is based on the works of Ligh 
and Richoux [69], Harmanci [39], Abu-Khuzam [8] and others. 
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In section 3.3 some generalizations of a famous theorem of 
Herstein [41] have been included. The theorem to which we refer 
states that if for each ring element x there exists a polynomial 
p(X) 6 X^ Z[X] depending on x satisfies [x-p(x), z] = 0 for all ring 
elements z, then the ring must be commutative. The material 
presented in this section is based on the papers of Bell, Quadri and 
Khan[32] and Bell, Quadri and Ashraf [31]. 
Section 3.4 begins with a classification of non-commutative 
rings due to Streb [86] and then some results obtained in the previous 
section are extended. The results included in this section are mainly 
due to Nishinaka [77] and Abujabal [3]. 
3.2. 
It is well known that a group G satisfying the identity 
(xy) = x y for all x,y e G, is necessarily commutative. The non-
commutative ring of 3 x 3 strictly upper triangular matrices over the 
ring Z of integers rules out the possibility of extending the 
mentioned group theoretic result to rings. It is immediate to notice 
that the result holds for rings without zero divisors. As this 
constitutes a relatively small class of rings, it is reasonable to ask 
what additional conditions on rings will yield commutativity in more 
general rings. In 1968, Johnsen, out cult, and Yaqub [57] succeeded 
in proving that a ring with unity must be commutative if it satisfies 
(xy) = x y . Another result for groups is also an undergraduate level 
exercise. The result which we have just mentioned states that, " Let 
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G be a group and suppose that there exist three consecutive positive 
integers n for which G satisfies (xy)" = x" y". Then G is a 
commutative group". In 1971, S. Ligh and A. Richoux [69], proved 
the following ring theoretic result of the mentioned group theoretic 
result. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let R be a ring with unity 1 satisfying the 
property 
(P): (xy)" = x" y", for all x,y e R for three consecutive positive 
integers n. 
Then R is necessarily commutative. 
The proof of the above theorem depends on the following 
limited cancellation property in rings with unity 1. 
To develop the proof of the above theorem we first prove the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let R be a ring with unity 1, and suppose f is any 
polynomial function of two variables on R with the property that 
f(x + 1, y) = f(x , y) for all x , y in R. If there exists a positive 
integer n such that x" f(x , y) = 0 for all x , y e R, then f(x , y) = 0 
for all x , y in R. 
Proof. Replacing x by x+1 in x" f(x , y), we obtain. 
n^^  
0=(x+l)'' f(x+l,y)=(x"+nx"-'+ ^ x""^  +...+nx+l)f(x,y), (3.2.1) 
v2; 
.n-2 
Where the ^n^ 
vV 
are usual binomial coefficients. Left-multiplying (3.2.1) 
by x°"' and using the fact that x" f(x , y) = 0, we get x"'' f(x , y)= 0; 
and simply repeating the argument finitely many times yields that 
f(x , y) =0, for all X , y in R. 
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Proof of theorem 3.2.1 Suppose R satisfies the property (P) for 
n = k, k + 1 and k + 2. Making use of the property (P) for n = k and 
n = k + 1, we obtain, for arbitrary x , y in R, 
x''^'y'*' = (xy)' '^'=(xy)' '(xy) = x ' ' y^y ; 
The above equation can be rewritten as, 
x"^  [x.y'ly = 0. 
Repeating the argument, using n = k+1 and n ^ k+2 and applying the 
Lemma 3.2.1, we obtain 
[x,y']y = 0 and [x , y'^^'jy = 0 V x,y e R. (3.2.2) 
Now left-multiplying the first equation in (3.2.2) by y, obtaining 
yxy*^*' = y'^ '^ 'xy, and second equation of (3.2.2) can be expressed as 
xy^"^ = y*^  'xy. Therefore, xy*^ ^^  = yxy*^ '^ which gives, 
[ x . y ly" " =, for all X , y 6 R. (3.2.3) 
A right hand version of Lemma 3.2.1 now yields [x , y] = 0 for all x , 
y in R. hence, R is commutative. G 
The following example shows that in the above theorem the 
condition for three consecutive integers can not be replaced by two 
consecutive integers. 
Example 3.2.1 Let R] be the set of all ordered 4-tuples with 
entries from the integers mod 10. Define addition component wise 
and multiplication by 
(a,b,c,d)(a',b',c',d>(aa,ab'+ba',ac'+caUd'+da'+2bc'). 
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It is readily verified that Ri is a non-commutative ring under 
these operations, and that the 4-tuple (1,0,0,0) is a multiplicative 
identity element, which is denoted by as usual 1. Let W be the set of 
4-tuples with first component zero; then for all Wi, W2, W3 e W, we 
have W1W2W3 = 0 and 5wiW2 = 0. We observe also that every element 
of Ri can be written as kl + w for some integer k and some w G W. 
Lei X = j l + u and y = kl + v be arbitrary elements of Ri, where j , k 
are integers and u,v e W. Then xy = Jkl + jv + ku + uv = jkl + Wo, 
where wo = jv + ku + uv G W . since 1 commutes multiplicatively 
with Wo, we can use the binomial theorem to get 
for any positive integer n. In particular, if n(n-l)/2 is divisible by 5, 
we have 
(xy)"=(jk)"l + n(jk)"-'wo - Gk)"l+ nQk)""' (j\ + ku+ nuv). (3.2.4) 
Subject to the same restriction on n, we have 
x"y''=G"l + nj"-'u)(k"l+nk"-'v)=(jk)"l+ n(jk)"-' (jv+ ku+ nuv). (3.2.5) 
Since n(n-l)/2, and hence n^-n, was assumed to be divisible by 5, the 
right side of (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) are equal; thus, Ri satisfies the 
identity (xy)" = x V for any n such that n(n-l)/2 is divisible by 5. In 
particular, n= 5 and n = 6, the identity (xy)" = x"y" is satisfied in Ri. 
Despite the existence of examples such as above, we need not 
give up on the case of two consecutive integers n; instead we can 
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impose hypotheses which are incompatible with the bad behaviour of 
Ri. In this direction, the theorem below is due to Hermanci [39]. 
Theorem 3.2.2 Let R be a ring with unity 1. Suppose that R 
satisfies (xy)" = x"y" for n = k, k+1, and that R contains no nonzero 
elements x for which k!x = 0. Then R is commutative. 
We shall use the following lemma in developing the proof of 
the above theorem. 
Lemma 3.2.2 [28] Let R be a ring with no nonzero nilpotent 
elements, and let f be a polynomial function in two variables on R 
such that every monomial term in f(x , y) contains y. Then if R 
satisfies the identity f(x , y)y = 0, it also satisfies the identity 
f(x , y)=0. 
Proof of theorem 3.2.2 Let R be a ring satisfying the 
hypotheses of the theorem and Z(R) denotes its center. Then, as in 
the proof of the Theorem 3.2.1, we have x''[x , y'']y = 0, and applying 
Lemma 3.2.1 we get 
[ x , y ' ' ] y = 0, for all x , y e R. (3.2.6) 
If y is not a zero divisor, in particular, if y is invertible then obvious 
cancellation shows that y*' e Z(R). If u e N(R), u" = 0 implies that 
(1+ u) (1-U+ u^— + (-1)"' u""') = 1, so that 1 +u is invertible, and 
hence (1+u)'' e Z(R). 
For arbitrary u e N(R), let the index of u be the smallest n such 
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that u" = 0. We now proceed, by induction on the index of elements 
of N(R), to show that N(R) c Z(R). Expanding (1 + u)'' by binomial 
theorem , we have 
1 + ku +v € Z(R), (3.2.7) 
for each u e N(R), where 
V = 
. 2 , 
uU 
. 3 , 
u + 
Thus, if u has index 2, v = 0 and ku e Z(R), so that 0 = [ku , x] 
= k[u , x] = k![u , x] for all x in R. But recalling the hypotheses on 
R, we then get [u , x] = 0 for all x G R, which says u e Z(R). Now 
suppose all nilpotent elements of index less than n are in Z(R), and 
consider u of index n. It is easily seen that the corresponding v has 
index less than n, so (3.2.7) again yields ku e Z(R) and hence 
u e Z(R). Thus induction is completed. 
Since N(R) c Z(R), the set N(R) forms an ideal. (If a,b e N(R), 
then a" = b"" = [a , b] = 0; the fact that a-b e N(R) follows by 
expanding (a-b)"^'"''by the binomial theorem and noting that each 
summand contains either a" or b*" as a factor). We consider the factor 
ring R = R/N, which inherits all the original hypotheses and in 
addition has no nonzero nilpotent elements. Suppose, temporarity, 
that R can be shown to be commutative. Then for every x , y e R , 
[x , y] = xy -yx e N(R), hence [x,y] e Z(R). It now follows by an 
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easy induction that [x , y"] = ny"''[x , y] for all x , y e R and all 
positive integers n; and recalling (3.2.6), we have 0 = [x , y'^ Jy 
= ky''[x , y]. It follows that kly'' [x , y] = 0 and so, by hypothesis, 
y^[^ ' y] = 0; hence, by Lemma 3.2.1, R is commutative. 
The proof of the Theorem 3.2.2 is not yet complete; it is 
necessary to justify our temporary assumption concerning R. we 
show, in fact, that any ring R satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 
3.2.2 and having N(R) = {0} must be commutative. Applying the 
Lemma 3.2.2 to (3.2.6), shows that x'^  e Z(R) for all x G R. Thus 
(1 + x)" - x"' -1 = kx + 
V2> 
x ' + + kx'-'GZ(R), 
so that 
kx + l^ k' 
by X + + kx ,y 
= 0,forallx,yeR. (3.2.8) 
Replacing x in (3.2.8) by 2x, 3x, — (k-l)x in turn, we see that 
1 
,k - i 
ik- l 
k-1 (k-1)^ (k-l)'^-'JL[kx'"^y] 
[kx,yl 
^k^ 
Kh 
x^y 
0 
(3.2.9) 
for all X , y in R. Now the (k-1) x (k-1) matrix A on the left side of 
(3.2.9) in a Vandermonde matrix with determinant A equal to 2.3 — 
(k-1) times ± fl (i- j), where the factors (i- j) range over all pairs 
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with i , j e {2,3, k-1} and i < j ; since all these factors divide k!, 
it follows that A divides (k!)*" for some positive integer m. Left 
multiplying both side of (3.2.9) by the matrix adjA and recalling that 
(adj A) A is equal to A times the (k-1) x (k-1) identity matrix, we 
gel. 
A[kx.y] = A 
K^J 
x^y k-1 - - - = A[kx'^ -',y] = 0, Vx,y GR. 
Consequently, Ak[x , y] = 0 - Ak![x , y] = (k!)""' fx , y] for all x , y 
in R. Repeatedly using the hypothesis that k ! z = 0 implies z = 0, we 
obtain [x , y] = 0 for all x , y e R; hence R is commutative. G 
An examination of the proof of the above theorem shows that 
only in the final stage the condition k ! x = 0 implies x = 0 has been 
used; In fact, the conclusion of Theorem 3.2.2 remains true even if 
we assume the weaker condition that R is n(n-l) - torsion free. The 
following theorem has been established by Abu-Khuzam [8]. 
Theorem 3.2.3 Let R be an associative ring with unity. Let n 
be a fixed positive integer, n > 1. If R is n(n-l)-torsion free and 
satisfies the identity (xy)" = x"y", then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let U denotes the set of units in R. Let x e R, u a unit 
in R. By hypothesis, (ux u'')" = u" x" u" , and hence ux"u"' = u" x" u'" 
which implies 
.1-1 -.n K ' , x"] = 0 for all X e R, u € U. (3.2.10) 
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Let a e N(R). Then there exists a minimal positive integer p such 
that 
[a'',x"]=0,for all integers k > p, p minimal, (p >l) . (3.2.11) 
Suppose p > 1. Since a^'' + 1 e U, (3.2.10) implies 
[(aP-* + 1)""', x"] = 0 (3.2.12) 
Combining (3.2.11) and (3.2.12), we get {n-\)[a^'\ x"] = 0 and hence 
[aP"',x"] = 0, Since R is (n-l)-torsion free. But this contradicts the 
minimality of p in (3.2.11). This shows that p =1 and hence, by 
(3.2.11) we get 
[a,x"] = 0 for all x 6 R, a e N(R). (3.2.13) 
Let S be a subring of R generated by all n"' powers. Then by (3.2.13), 
Nilpotent elements of S are central in S. (3.2.14). 
From (3.2.13) the commutator ideal of S is nil, and hence by 
(3.2.14), we get. 
[x , y] e Z [= center of S] for all x , y e S. (3.2.15) 
For all x,y e S, (xy)"x = x(yx)" and hence x"y"x = xy"x" , so that 
x(x'"'y"-yV"')x = 0, and using (3.2.15), we get x^[x"-', y"] = 0. Now 
using (3.2.15) and Lemma 2.3.2, we obtain (n-1) x" [x , y"] = 0. Since 
R is (n-l)-torsion free, we have x"[x , y"] = 0 for all x , y e S, and 
hence by Lemma 3.2.1, [x,y"] = 0. Now, by (3.2.15) and Lemma 2.3.2 
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and Lemma 3.2.1, and the absence of n-torsion we obtain [x , y] = 0 
for all X , y in S, and hence 
[x", y"] = 0 for all X , y in R. 
Therefore R is commutative by [27,Theorem 2]. 
(3.2.16) 
The following example shows that the condition n(n-l)-torsion 
free in the statement of the above theorem can not be replaced by 
weaker conditions (n-l)-torsion free or n-torison free. 
Example 3.2.2 LetR = 
7a 
0 
.lo 
b 
a 
0 
c^ 
d 
a. 
/ a, b ,c ,d G GF(3) 
Then(xy)^= xV^ and (xy/ = xV . So, with n = 3, R is (n-l)-torsion free and (xy)" 
= x" y" , moreover, R is not commutative. With n =4, R is n-torsion free and (xy)" 
= x" y", but R is not commutative. 
3.3. 
Long back Herstein [41], proved that if for each x e R, there 
exists a polynomial p(X) e X Z[X], depending on x for which 
X - p(x) 6 Z(R), the centre of ring, then R is commutative. Later it 
was proved by Putcha and Yaqub [80] that if for each x in R, there 
exists p(X) G X^ Z[X] for which xy - p(xy) e Z(R), then R^  c Z(R). 
In 1987, Bell, Quadri and Khan [32] extended these results by 
considering the following property; 
(P,) for each x , y in R, either there exists p(X) e X^ Z[X] for 
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which [xy - p(xy), x] = 0 or there exists q(X) e X^ Z[X] for which 
[xy - q(xy), y] = 0. 
Since there exist non commutative rings R with R c Z(R), 
property (Pi) or even strong version in which R satisfies an identity 
of the form [xy - p(xy), x] = 0, does not imply the commutativity in 
arbitrary rings. However, for rings with 1, this strong version does 
indeed yield commutativity. 
Theorem 3.3.1 Let p(X) e X^ Z[X], and let R be any ring with 
unity 1 which satisfies the identity 
[xy - p(xy), X] = 0. (3.3.1) 
Then R is commutative. 
The following lemmas are essential in developing the proof of 
the above theorem. 
Lemma 3.3.1 (32[ (I) If R has 1 and y is an element of R such 
that x[x , y] = 0, for all x e R, then [x , y] = 0 for all x e R. 
(II) If R is a ring such that each element has a power lying in 
Z(R), there is no distinction between left and right zero divisors. 
Thus, if D(R) denotes the set of zero divisors, DR c D and RD c D. 
(III). If R is any ring and z e Z(R) then the set I(z) = {x e R | 
xz= x} is a two sided ideal. 
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(IV) If R is a subdirectly irreducible ring with heart H, every 
central zero divisor of R annihilates H. 
Lemma 3.3.2 Let R be any ring satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.3.1, and let n > 2 denote the degree of p(x). If zi, Z2,—,Zn 
be arbitrary elements of Z(R), then zi Z2 Zn n ( z , - 2 j ) [x,y]=0 
for all x,y e R. 
Proof. Writing p(X) as a2 x^  + — + an x" , we have 
[xy, x] - a2[(xy)^ x] — a„[(xy)" ,x] = 0 for all x , y e R. Replacing y 
in turn by Ziy, Z2y --- ,Zny and writing the results in matrix form, we 
see that 
AW = 0, (3.3.2) 
Where A is the n x n matrix with i-j entry equal to z/ , and W is the 
column matrix with entries [xy , x], - a2 [(xy)^,x], an[(xy)", x]. 
Multiplying (3.3.2) by adj A, we get (det A) W = 0; in particular, 
(det A)[xy,x] = 0 for all x,y e R, and hence by Lemma 3.3.1(1), 
(det (A))[x,y] = 0 for all x,y e R. since factorizing z, out of the i*** 
row of A yields a Vandermonde matrix, it is immediate that 
det A = ± Z1Z2 — Zn 
Proof of theorem 3.3.1 It can be observed by [23, Theorem 1] 
that the commutator ideal C(R) is nil and the set of nilpotent 
elerfients N(R) is an ideal. Letting U6N(R) and substituting 1 + u and 
(l+u)' 'y for X and y in (3.3.1), we get [p(y)-y,l+u]=[p(y)-y,u]=0, for 
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all yeR. It follows that N(R) is commutative and hence N^(R)cZ(R); 
thus, if ueN and xeR, (3.3.1) yields [xu , x] = 0 = x[u , x].By 
Lemma 3.3.1(1), we conclude that N(R) c Z(R); in particular, 
C(R)c Z(R). 
Taking Zi = i.l in Lemma 3.3.2, we obtain a nonzero integer k 
such that k[x , y] = 0 for all x , y e R; and since C(R) c Z(R), we 
then get [x"", y] = kx''"'[x , y] = 0 for all x , y e R, i.e., 
x*^  6 Z for all X e R. (3.3.3) 
It is, of course, sufficient to prove our theorem for subdirectly 
irreducible R; and henceforth we shall assume that R is subdirectly 
irreducible with heart H. Since [w\ y] = jw^''[w , y] for all w in R, 
(3.3.1) takes the form 
PW)[xy , x] = [xy , x], (3.3.4) 
Where p^(X) is the formal derivative of p(X). It follows that 
(p^xy))'' [xy , x] = [xy , x], for all x , y e R, (3.3.5) 
Where k is same as (3.3.3). 
Noting Lemma 3.3.1(11) and (III) and taking D(R) to be the 
set of zero divisors of R, we consider yeD(R) and xeR. since 
( p W ) ) ' e Z(R), (3.3.5) yields [xy , x] e I (p' (xy))'= = T. Suppose 
that T ^ {0}. Then HcT; and for every non zero element w of H, we 
have (p^(xy))''w= w. However, (p' (xy))^ is a central zero divisor by 
(3.3.3) and Lemma 3.3!l (II), hence by Lemma 3.3.1 (IV), must 
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annihilate H. Thus T = {0}; consequently for fixed yeD(R), we have 
[xy,x]=0=x[y,x] for all xeR. Lemma 3.3.1(1) now yields D(R)c Z(R). 
Suppose R is non-commutative and [x , y] ^ 0, and note that 
X «£ D(R). In Lemma 3.3.2 take z; = x*" for i = 1,2,—,n, thereby 
obtaining x' n^x^-x^ je D(R), where s= JHH!1±1) Canceling an 
'<j 2 
appropriate power of x gives a polynomial q(X) e X Z[X] such that 
x-q(x)eD(R) c Z(R). Thus R is commutative by [41]. n 
Proceeding on the same lines as above, we can also prove the 
following; 
Theorem 3.3.2 [31] Let R be a ring with unity 1 satisfying the 
polynomial identity [xy-p(yx),x]=0 where p(t)€ t^Z[t]. Then R is 
commutative. 
Bell, Quadri and Ashraf [31] continued the above investi-
gations in this direction and proved the following. 
Theorem 3.3.3 Let R be a ring with unity 1 and suppose that 
for each x , y in R, there exists p(t) e tZ[t] such that 
[xy , x] = [xy , x] p(x , y). Then R is commutative. 
The following lemmas are pertinent in developing the proof of 
the above theorem. 
Lemma 3.3.3 [29, Theorem 2] Let R be a ring with the 
property that for each x , ye R, there exists p(t) e t Z [t] such that 
[x , y] = [x , y]p(x , y). Then R is commutative. 
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Lemma 3.3.4 [29] Let R be a subdirectly irreducible 
0-commutative ring with the property that for each x , y € R there 
exists p(x,y) e Z < x, y >, the ring of polynomials in two non 
commuting indeterminates with integer coefficients with constant 
term zero, such that [x,y]=[x,y]p(x,y). If all commutators are central, 
then D(R) is commutative ideal; moreover, if each p<x,y> can be 
chosen so that all its monomials have X as factor, then D(R) c Z(R). 
Proof of theorem 3.3.3 If R is a division ring satisfying the 
hypotheses of the Theorem 3.3.3, then for each x , y =?t 0 we have 
p(t) 6 t Z[t] for which [xx'y, x] = [xx'y, x] p(xx''y) that is [y , x] 
~ [y ' x] p(y); thus, R is commutative by [29,Theorem 1]. Since the 
matrices 
1 0 
0 0 
and y = 
0 1 
0 0 
do not satisfy our hypotheses, we conclude that if R is primitive, it 
must be division ring; consequently, if R is an arbitrary ring 
satisfying our hypotheses and J(R) is its Jacobson radical, then 
R / J(R) is commutative and C(R) c J(R). 
Next we show that J(R) c Z(R), and hence C(R) c Z(R). Let 
yeJ(R) and xeR, choose p(t)etZ[t] such that [xy,x]=[xy,x]p(x , y). 
Since p(xy) e J(R), we thus have [xy,x] = 0 and hence x[y,x] = 0. 
Substituting x +1 for x in this equation and subtracting the two 
version gives [x , y] = 0 for all x € R. 
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The next step is to show that R is O-commutative. Suppose 
X , y e R and xy = 0; and take p(t) e tZ[t] with [(x+l)y, x+1] 
= [(x+l)y, x+1] p((x+l)y), are alternatively [y , x] = [y,x]p(y). But 
the right side of this equation is 0, so [y , x] = 0 and hence xy = 0. 
We now complete the proof by considering the case of R to be 
subdirectly irreducible. For arbitrary x,y£R, choose p(t),q(t) e tZ[t] 
such that [xy,x]=[xy,x]p(x,y),[(x+l)y,x+]] = [(x+])y,x+l]q((x+]) y ). 
Rewriting these conditions as x[y,x] = x[y,x]p(xy) and (x+l)[y , x] 
= (x +l)[y , x]q(xy + y) and then subtracting the two, we get 
[y x] = [y , x]((x+l)q(xy + y) - xp(xy)); and since R is 
O-commutative with C(R) c Z(R), by Lemma 3.3.4 yields the result 
that D(R) is central ideal. 
Suppose that there exists a nonzero commutator [x,y]. Choosing 
p(t) e tZ[t] such that [xy , x] = [xy , x] p(xy), we get 
x([y , x] - [y , x]p(xy) = 0. Since x i Z(R), x is not in D(R); 
therefore we conclude that [x , y] = [x , y] p(xy). Commutativity of R 
follows by Lemma 3.3.3. O 
Theorem 3.3.4 Let R be a ring with unity 1 such that for each 
X , y G R there exist p(t) , q(t) e t^  Z(t) for which 
[xy - p(yx),x] = 0 and [xy -p(yx), y] = 0. (3.3.6) 
Then R is commutative. 
Proof. We begin by considering the case of semi-prime R (not 
necessarily with 1). Choose x , ye R and p(t) e t^  Z[t] such that 
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[xy - p(yx),x] = 0. Let p(yx) = wx and choose q(t) e t^  Z [t] such 
that [wx - q(xw),x] = 0. Since xw = p(xy), it follows that 
[xy - q(p(xy)),x]=0; therefore R is commutative by [32,Theorem I]. 
Now we proceed to the case of arbitrary R with unity 1. The 
observation of the previous paragraph, combined with standard prime 
radical argument, yields the result that N(R) is an ideal and 
C(FL) c N(R). We show that N(R) is commutative, and then that 
N(Fl)cZ(R). Accordingly, let y^=0 and UGN(R). Choose p(t) e t^  Z[t] 
such that [(l+u)y (1+u)'' - p(y), 1+u] = 0. Since p(y) = 0, we get 
0 = [(l+u)y(l+u)-\u] = (l+u)[y(l+u)-',u] = (l+u)[y , u](l+u)-' , 
hence [y,u] = 0. Proceeding in the natural way with an induction on 
the index of nilpotence of y, we conclude that N(R) is in fact is 
commutative; and since N(R) is an ideal, we have N (R) c Z(R). Now 
consider arbitrary x e R and u e N(R), and choose q(t) € t Z [t] 
such that [xu-q(ux), x]=0. Since q(ux) e N (R), this yields [xu,x] = 0 
= x[u,x]; and replacing x by x+1 and substracting, we get [u , x] = 0, 
so that N(R) c Z(R). Consequently, C(R) c Z(R). 
To finish the proof, let x,y e R and choose p(t) € t^  Z [t] such 
that [xy -p(yx), x] = 0; and since C (R) c Z(R), conclude that 
[xy - p(xy), x] = 0. Thus [xy,x] = [p(xy),x] = [xy , x] p''(xy), where 
p (t) is a formal derivative of p(t); and R is therefore commutative by 
Theorem 3.3.3. • 
Theorem 3.3.5 Let R have unity 1, let n > 1 be a fixed integer, 
and suppose that for each y e R there exists an integer m = m(y) > 1 
such that [x,xy - x"y'"] = 0, for all x e R. Then R is commutative. 
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Noting that [x+1, a] = [x + a] holds for any x, a e R, Lemma 
3.2.1 can be rewritten as follows in a particular setting. 
Lemma 3.3.5 Let R have unity 1, and let a be an element of R 
such that for each xeR, there exists a positive integer k for which 
x''[x,a] = 0. Then a e Z(R). 
Proof of theorem 3.3.5 We begin by writing the given 
commutator condition as 
x[x,y] = x"[x,y'"]. (3.3.7) 
If n = 1, this takes the form x[x,y] = x[x,y'"]; and by the usual device 
of replacing x by x+1 and subtracting, we get [x , y] = [x , y""] for all 
x e R that is y-y"" e Z(R). Thus R is commutative by [41]. 
We proceed to the case n > 2, and begin by showing that 
N(R) c Z(R). For arbitrary a € N(R) and x e R, choose mi = m(a) 
such that x[x,a] = x" [x,a"M] and hence x^[x , a] = x" x[x , a ""1]. Now 
choose m2 = mCa*"!) such that x[x,a'"l]= x"[x,a'"l'"2, so that x^[x , a] 
= x^"[x , a] = x^"[x,a"'l"'2]. It is now clear that for arbitrary k, we 
have integers mi,m2, —, m^ > 2 such that x''[x,a] = x"*" [x,a '"r2 "'"' ']; 
hence x'^[x,a]=0 for sufficiently large k and ae Z(R) by Lemma 3.3.5. 
Now we show that C (R) c Z(R), which we do by showing that 
C (R) c N(R). For fixed y e R, multiplying (3.3.7) by (x+1)", 
obtaining 
x(x+l)° [x , y] = x"(x+l)"[x , y"]. (3.3.8) 
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then substituting x+ 1 for x in (3.3.7) and multiply the result by x" , 
thereby obtaining 
(x+l)x" [X , y] = x"(x+ir[x , y"] . (3.3.9) 
Comparing (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) now yields 
x(x+l)" [x ,y ] -x" (x+ l ) [x , y] for all x , y e R. (3.3.10) 
But this is a polynomial identity of the form 
(x-x'f(x)) [X , y] = 0, (3.3.11) 
for some f(t) e Z[t]; and it is easy to verify that there exists no prime 
p for which this identity is satisfied by the matrix ring M2 (GF(p)). 
Thus C (R) c N(R) by [23Theorem 1]. 
Returning to (3.3.7), replace x by x +1 and subtract, obtaining 
[x,y] = ((x+1)" - x")[x,y"']; using the fact that C (R) c Z(R),we 
conclude that 
[x ,y]=((x+l)"-x")[x ,y]my'"- ' . (3.3.12) 
It follows that if any xy = 0, then yx = 0 that is, R is 0-commutative. 
Finally, we assume that R is subdirectly irreducible. In view of 
(3.2.12), we can invoke Lemma 3.3.4 to get D(R) c Z(R). Recalling 
(3.3.11),we see that for each xe R, either xeZ(R)or x-x^f(x)€Dc(R); 
thus again R is commutative by [41]. O 
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Theorem 3.3.6 Let R be a ring with unity 1; and suppose that 
for each x,yeR, there exist integers n=n(x,y)>2 and m = m (x , y) > 2 
such that 
[xy - y"x , x] = 0 and [xy - yx'",y] = 0. 
Then R is commutative. 
Proof: We can write the commutator constraints as follows; for 
each X, ye R, there exist integers n=n(x , y) > 2 and m = m(x , y) > 2 
such that 
[x",y]y = y[x,y] and y[x^y] = [x,y]y. (3.3.13) 
Replacing x by xy in the first of these equalities, we get 
[(xy)"-yx, y]y = 0; (3.3.14) 
and similarly from the second equality of (3.3.13) we get m > 2 for 
which 
xUxy)""-yx, X] = 0. (3.3.15) 
Now, suppose that R is a prime ring with 1 satisfying (3.3.13). 
If ueR and u^  = 0 9^  u, then y[u , y] = 0 for all y in R; hence (yu)^ = 0 
for all y € R, so that Ru is a nonzero nil left ideal of bounded index. 
But a well known result of Levitzki [45, Lemma 1.1] rules this out, 
so R has no non zero nilpotent elements and therefore no nonzero 
divisors of zero. It follows (3.3.14) and (3.3.15) that for each 
X , y e R there are integers n, m > 2 for which [(x y)" - yx , y] = 0 
^ [(xy)" - yx , x], and R is thus commutative by Theorem 3.3.4. 
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Applying the structure theory associated with the prime radical, 
we see that for arbitrary R with 1 satisfying (3.3.13), C(R) c N(R). 
Since an easy induction on index of nilpotency shows that 
N(R) c Z(R), we conclude that C(R) c Z(R) . 
Returning to (3.3.13), we get integers n, m > 2 such that 
[x", y]y = y[x,y] and [x*", y](y+l) = (y+l)[x , y]. Subtracting these 
equalities and using centrality of commutators, we get 
[x , y] = mx"'-'[x , y](y+l) - nx"-'[x , y]y. (3.3.16) 
An immediate consequence is that R is 0-commutative. 
We finish by considering the sub directly irreducible case. All 
the pieces are in place for an application of Lemma 3.3.4; thus 
D(R) c Z(R). Suppose that we have a non zero commutator [x , y]. 
Then x,y«£D(R), so (3.3.14) and (3.3.15) yield n,m>2 for which 
[(xy)"-yx,y]=0 and [(xy)'"-yx , y] = 0 conditions which are also 
satisfied if either of x and y is in D(R). Thus R is commutative by 
Theorem 3.3.4. d 
3.4 
In a recent paper [86], W. Streb gave a classification of non-
commutative rings as follows: if R is a non commutative ring with 
unity ) , then there exists a factorsubring of R which is either of the 
types. 
(I) GF(p) GF(p) I 0 GF(p)J , p a prime 
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( I ) , 
GF(p) GF(p) 
0 0 
(I)r 
(Q GF(p) ' 
0 GF(p) , 
foe P ^ (II) Ma(K) = lot , M K 
field with a non trivial automorphism a. 
where k is a finite 
(III) A non-commutative division ring. 
(IV) S = <1> + T, T is a non commutative radical subring of S. 
(V) S = <1> + T, T is a non-commutative subring of S such 
that T [ T J ] = [T,T]T = 0. 
With these classifications, we conclude the following: 
Theorem 3.4.1 Let P be a ring property which is inherited by 
factorsubrings. If no rings of the type (I), (II), (III),(IV) or (V) 
satisfy P, then every ring with unity 1 and satisfying P is 
commutative. 
Recently Nishinaka [77], and Abujabal [3], extended the study 
of commutativity of rings by considering the following conditions 
related to those considered in 3.3 of the present chapter, for some 
non negative integers m,n ' 
(I)* Given x,y in R [x,x'"y-x"f(y)]=0 for some f(X)e X^ Z[X]. 
(II)* Given x,y in R, [x,x'"y-f(y)x"]=0 for some f(X)eX^ Z[X]. 
(Ill)* Given x,y in R, [yx'"-x"f(y),x]=0 for some f(X)eX^ Z[X]. 
(IV)* Given x,y in R, [yx'"-f(y)x",x]=0 for some f(X)6X^ Z[X]. 
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Theorem 3.4.2 Let R be a ring with unity 1. If R satisfies the 
conditions (I)* or (II)*, then R is commutative. 
First, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4.1 Suppose that R satisfies the condition (I)* 
(I) If X is a unit of R, then for each y € R there exists 
h(X) e X^ Z[X] such that [x , y -h(y)] = 0. 
(II) If R is a division ring, then R is commutative. 
(III) If R = <1> + T, T is a radical subring of R, then R is 
commutative. 
Proof. (I) Choose f(X)eX^Z{X} such that [x-',x-'"y-x-"f(y)]= 0. 
Then [x , x-"y - x-"f(y)] = x-'"[x , y] - x-"[x , f(y)], namely x"[x , y] 
= x'"[x , f(y)]. Next, choose that g(X) e X^Z[X] such that 
[x , x'"f(y)-x"gf(y)]=0. Then h(X)=g(f(X))GX' Z[X] and x'"[x , f(y)] 
= x"[x,h(y)]. Combining these equations, we get x"[x,y] = x" [x,h(y)] 
and so [x,y - h(y)] = 0 
(II) For each x , y in R, there exists f(X) e X^ Z[X] such that 
[x,y-f(y)]=0 by (1).Hence R is commutative by[41,Theorem 3]. 
(III) Let s, t e T. Since 1 - s is a unit, then there exists 
f(X) e X^ Z[X] such that [s , t - f(t)] = - [1 - s, t - f(t)] = 0 by (1). 
Hence T is commutative again by [42, Theorem 3]. 
Proof of theorem 3.4.2 In view of Lemma 3.4.1(11) and (III), no 
rings of the type (III) or (IV) satisfy (II)*. 
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In M2(GF(p)),p is a prime, we see that [en - e e^ - e f(ei2)] 
= ei2 9^  0 for every f(X) e X^ Z[X]. Thus no rings of the type (1) 
satisfy (I) . 
Next, we consider the ring Ma (K), a ring of the type (II). 
Tot 0 ^ , , , , 
Let X = . , . (a(a) ,t a) , y = e.j. Then [x,x'"y-x''f(y)]= x'"[x , y] 
V' .0 o(a) 
= a"'(a - a(a))y ;tO, for every f(X) e X^ Z[X]. 
Finally, consider S = <1> + T, where T is a non-commutative 
sub ring of S such that T[T,T] = [T,T]T = 0. Suppose, to contrary, 
that S satisfies (I)*, and choose s , t e T such that [s , t] 9^  0. Then 
there exists f(X) e X^ Z[X] such that [s , t] = (s + l)'"[s , t] 
= (s+l)"[s , f(t)] = 0, a contradiction. 
Thus no rings of the type (I), (II), (IV) or (V) satisfy (I)*. 
Hence R is commutative by Theorem 3.4.1. • 
The proof for the condition (11)* runs on the same lines as 
above. Similarly we can also prove the following: 
Theorem 3.4.3 Let R be a ring with unity 1. If R satisfies (III)* 
or (IV)*, then R is commutative. 
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Chapter - IV 
COMMUTATIVITY OF s-UNITAL RINGS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter we have seen that certain commutativity 
results true for ring with unity do not hold in arbitrary rings. 
However, some of the results can be extended to wider classes of 
rings which are called left s-unital (resp. right s-unital) and s-unital 
rings. This chapter is devoted to the study of the commutativity of 
these classes of rings. Most of the material of this chapter has been 
extracted from the work of Tominaga and Yaqub[89], Abu-Khuzam et 
al. [11], Psomopoulos [79], Quadri and Khan [82], Komatsu et al. 
[65] and others. 
In the section 4.2 we have recorded some results due to 
Tominaga and Yaqub [89] in which we have established under certain 
conditions one sided s-unital rings turn to be s-unital rings. Section 
4.3 deals with the commutativity of s-unital rings in which we begin 
with a result due to Abu-Khuzam, Tominaga and Yaqub [11], which 
states. Let n be a fixed positive integer. Let R be an s-unital ring in 
which every commutator is n-torsion free. If R satisfies the 
polynomial identities [x",y"] = 0 and [x,(xy)" - (yx)"] = 0, then R is 
commutative. Some results in this direction are also explained in the 
present section. 
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Section 4.4 opens with a result for s-unital rings proved by 
Quadri and Khan [82]. A result due to Komatsu et al.[65] has been 
also included in this section which states that a left s-unital ring R 
with m, n non negative integers such that for V y e R, there exists 
f(X)eX^ Z[X] satisfying [x, x'"y - f(y)x"] = 0 V x e R, must be 
commutative. A generalization of this result established by Abujabal 
Ashraf and Alghamdi [7] is also provided. Section 4.5 deals with the 
commutativity of right s-unital rings. 
4.2. 
We know that if a ring R contains unity 1, then x e Rx as well 
as X e X R for each x e R. However, there are numerous examples of 
rings without unity in which x e Rx or x e xR for each x e R. This 
motivates us to define wider classes of rings which are called left 
(resp. right) s-unital rings and s-unital rings. 
Definition 4.2.1 (s-unital ring). A ring R is called left (resp. 
right) s-unital ring if x e Rx (resp. x G XR) for each x e R. Further 
R is called s-unital if it is left as well as right s-unital ring, that is 
X e Rx n xR for each x e R. 
Example4.2.1. Let K = { 
[^ 0 Oj \\ Oj ' ^0 ij ' \\ \ 
be a subring of 2 x 2 matrices over GF(2), Glois field with 2 
elements. Then R is a left s-unital ring. It can be easily checked that 
R is not right s-unital. 
Example 4.2.2. Let R = 
70 0^  
;io 0, » 
'\ n 
.0 0> 
> 
0^ 0^ 
.1 I » 
f '11 I. ijl 
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be a subring of 2 x 2 matrices over GF(2). Then R is a right 
s-unital ring but not left s-unital ring. 
Definition 4.2.2 (Pseudo identity). Let R be an s-unital (resp. 
left or right) ring. Then for any finite subset F of R, there exists an 
element e € R such that ex = xe = x (resp. ex = x or xe = x) for all 
X e F. Such an element e is called the pseudo (resp. Pseudo left or 
pseudo right) identity of F. 
Definition 4.2.3 (Q(n) property). For any positive integer n, 
the ring R is said to have the property Q(n) if for all x,y e R, 
n[x,y]=0 implies [x,y]=0. 
Following Hirano, Kobayashi and Tominaga [53], we give some 
more definitions. 
Definition 4.2.4 (H - property). Let P be a ring property. If P 
is inherited by every subring and every homomorphic image, P is 
called an h-property. More weakly, if P is inherited by every finitely 
generated subring and every natural homomorphic image modulo the 
annjhilator of a central element, P is called an H-property. 
Definition 4.2.5 (F-Property). A ring property P such that the 
ring has the property P if and only if all its finitely generated 
subrings have the property P, is called an F-property. 
Following lemma enables us to reduce some problems of 
s-unital rings into those of rings with unity. 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let P be an H-property and P^  be an F-property. 
If every ring with unity 1 having property P has the property P , then 
every s-unital ring having P has P . 
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Proof. Let R be an s-unital having the property P. we show that 
if F is a finite subset of R, then the subring <F> generated by F has 
the property P . To see this, choose a pseudo identity e of F and a 
pseudo identity e' of F u {e}. Obviously, e is a central element of 
S == <F u {e,e'}>. Let A be the annihilator of e in S. Then the factor 
ring S/A has the identity e^  + A. Since <F> n A = 0, <F> may be 
regarded as a subring of S/A. Thus, by hypothesis, <F> has the 
property P'. 
We have seen above (cf. examples 4.2.1. and 4.2.2.) that a ring 
R may be left s-unital but not right s-unital and vice versa. However, 
under certain conditions one sided s-unital rings turn to be s-unital. 
In this direction, we begin with the following result due to Tominaga 
and Yaqub [89]. 
Theorem 4.2.1 Let R be a right (resp left) s-unital ring If for 
each pair of elements x, y e R there exists a positive integer k = 
k(x,y) and an element e' = e (x , y) of R such that e'x'^ =x'^  and e y''= y*" 
(resp. x'^ e^  = x"" and y'^e' = y' ' ) , then R is s-unital ring. 
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary element of R, and choose an 
element e of R such that xe = x. Then, by hypothesis, there exists a 
positive integer h and an element e' of R such that e (x+e)^ = (x+e)*' 
and e ^e'' = e*" . Now, it is easy to see that 
X = xe*'-' = e'(x+e)'' + xe"-' e Rx. 
This proves that R is s-unital. • 
I Ace. N o . . _ / )n 
^^-"^ " "\ -^i 
' "^  J , 
Theorem 4.2.2 Let R be a right (resp. left) s-unital ring. If R 
satisfies any one the of following conditions, then R is an s-unital 
ring. 
(I) For each pair of elements x , y of R there exist positive 
integers m = m(x , y) and n = n (x , y) such that [x , x"y - y'"x] - 0. 
(II) For each pair of elements x , y of R there exists a positive 
integer n=n(xy) such that [x",y"] = 0. 
(III) For each pair of elements x , y of R there exists a positive 
integer n = n(x,y) such that (xy)" = (yx)". 
Proof. Let x,y be arbitrary elements of R. As is well known 
we can find an element e of R such that xe=x and ye=y (resp. ex = x 
and ey = y). 
First, suppose that R satisfies (1). Then, there exist positive 
integers m,n;m',n such that e'"x^=[x,x'"e-e'"x] +x^ =x^ and e'"'y^ = y^  
(resp. x"''e = [x,x"e - e'x] + x"'' = x""' and y '^'"'e = y "'^'), and 
therefore e" " ' x ' ^ x ' and e" ""'y' == v' (resp. x"'"'e and y"' "'e=y"""'). 
Hence, R is s-unital by Theorem 4.2.1. 
Next, suppose that R satisfies (11). Let n=n(x,e) and n'=n(y , e). 
Then e V = [x",e"]+e"x"=x" and e "'y "' = y "'(resp. x"e" = [x " ,e"] + 
x" = x" and y "'e"'=y"'), and therefore e""' x"""' =x"'"' and e""' y"""' 
- y"^"' (resp. x"^"' e" "' = x"^"' and y"^"'e" "'= y"*"'). Hence, R is 
s-unital by Theorem 4.2.1. 
Finally, suppose that R satisfies (III). Let n = n'(x,e) and 
n' = n(y,e). Then ex" = (ex)" = (xe)" = x" and ey"' = y" ' (resp. x"e= x" 
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and y"'e = y"'), and therefore ex"^"' = x"'"' and ey"""' = y"'"' 
(resp.x"""'e = x"'"' and y"'"' = y"*"'). Hence, again R is s-unital by 
Theorem 4.2.1. O 
4.3. 
We have remarked in the previous section that under certain 
conditions one sided s-unital rings turn to s-unital rings. Novs^ , in the 
present section we shall study some commutativity results for s-
unital rings. In this direction we start with a result due to Abu-
Khuzam, Tominaga and Yaqub [11]. 
Theorem 4.3.1 Let n be a fixed positive integer. Let R be an 
s-unital ring in which every commutator is n-torsion free. If R 
satisfies the polynomial identities [x",y"]=0 and [x,(xy)"-(yx)"] = 0, 
then R is commutative. 
In preparation for the proof of above theorem, we establish the 
following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3.1 Let m, n be fixed positive integers. 
(I) Let e be a pseudo identity of {a,b}cR. If a'"b=0=(a+e)'" b 
then b = 0 
(II) If R Satisfies the polynomial identity [x", y"']=0 or 
(xy)"*'-x'"'y""' ^ 0 , then commutator ideal C(R) of R contained in 
N(R). 
(III) If R is an s-unital ring satisfying the polynomial identity 
[x°,y°]= 0, then there exists a positive integer k such that k[x",y] = 0. 
Proof (I) We have. 
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0 = a*"-' (a + e f b = a^ 'b and 
0 = (-l)" (a + e)'"-'a'"b = (- iT (a + e)"-' {-e + (a + e))'"b 
= (a+e)"'"'b. Continuing this process, we obtain eventually b=0. 
(II) it is obvious by [51] and [43,Theoreml]. 
(III) Let x,y be arbitrary elements of R, and e be the pseudo 
identity of {x,y}. Then [x",(y+e)"] = 0 together with [x",y"] = 0 
implies 
|x",ny] + n 
. 2 ; 
+ • • + [x",ny"-']-0 
Replacing y by iy in this identity, we obtain 
i[x",ny] + i :2 
^ n ^ 
v2y 
+ + i"'[x",ny"'] = 0 
i = (l,2, , n-1). 
Hence, nd [x",y] = d[x",ny] = 0, where (d i^ 0) is the determinant 
matrix of integer coefficients in the above equations. 
Lemma 4.3.2 Let n be a fixed positive integer. Let R be an 
s-unital ring in which every commutator is n-torsion free. 
(I) If R satisfies the polynomial identity nx'"[x,y] = 0 with a 
non-negative integer m, then R is commutative. 
(II) If R satisfies the polynomial identity [x",y] - 0, then R is 
commutative. 
Proof (I) Let a, b be arbitrary elements of R, and e a pseudo 
identity of {a,b}. Since n a"" [a , b] = 0 and n (a + e)"" [a , b] = 0 by 
Lemma 4.3.1 (I) we have n [a , b] = 0 and therefore [a,b] = 0. 
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(II) Since C(R) c N(R) by Lemma 4.3.1 (II),, from the proof of 
[52 ,Lemma 9], it follows that N(R)cZ(R). Hence, by Lemma 2.3.2, 
nx""'[x,y] = [x",y]=0. Now, commutativity of R is obvious by (I). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1 First, we shall show that [u,d"]=0 for 
every deR and every ueN(R). Let f be a pseudo identity of {d,u}. 
Since u is nilpotent, there exists a minimal positive integer m such 
that [u',d"]=0 for all integers i>m. If m > 2, then 
0 = [(f+u""-')", d"] = [ f+nu '" '+—-W'" '^" , d"] = n[u'"',d''] and 
hence [u'"'',d"] = 0, which contradicts the minimality of m. Thus, 
m = 1 and [u , d"]=0. 
According to Lemma 4.3.1(111), there exists a positive integer k 
such that k[x" , y]=0. Since C(R) c N(R) by Lemma 4.3.1(11), it 
follows from what was just shown above that [x" , [x" , y]]=0. Hence, 
by Lemma 2.3.2, [x"\y] = kx"*'^ "''[x" , y]=0. Now, let a,b be arbitrary 
elements of R, and let e be a pseudo identity of {a , b}. Then, 
combining the above with the second polynomial identity, we have 
0 = [a,(a"V-(a"'"'ba)"] = [a,a"\"-a"'- 'b",a] = a"' '-' [a,[a,b"]]. 
Similarly, we have, 0 = ( a + c) " ' ' '[a,[a , b"]]. We obtain therefore 
by Lemma 4.3.1(1), [a,[a,b"]]=0 and by Lemma 2.3.2, na""'[a,b"] = 0. 
Again by Lemma 4.3.1(1), n[a , b"] = 0 and hence [a , b"]=0. Now, R 
is commutative by Lemma 4.3.2(11). • 
From the proof of [52 , Theorem 3], we will easily see that if R 
is an s-unital ring in which every Commutator is n-torsion free then 
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the polynomial identity (xy)" - (yx)" =^  0 implies [x" , y"]=0. Hence, 
Theorem 4.3.1 implies the following: 
Corollary 4.3.1 Let R be an s-unital ring in which every 
Commutator is n-torsion free. If R satisfies the identity (xy)" = (yx)", 
then R is commutative. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let n be fixed positive integer. Let R be an 
s-unital ring in which every commutator is (n+1) n-torsion free. If R 
satisfies the polynomial identity (xy)"*'-x"'^' y"^' =0, then R is 
commutative. 
Proof: First, we shall show that [u,d"^']=0 for every deR and 
every ueN(R). Let f be a pseudo identity of [d,u]. If uo is quasi-
inverse of u, then fuo=uof=Uo and the map a:R.->R defined by 
x->x-UoX-xu+Uoxu in a ring automorphism of R. By hypothesis, 
0 = (f-u)"^'{(f-Uo)"''d"''(f-u)""}(f-Uo)-d"''(f-u)" 
= (f-u)''''a(d)"^'(f-Uo)-d"''(f-u)" 
= (f-u)""a(d"^')(f-Uo)-d""'(f-u)" 
= (f-u)" d"" -d"''(f-u)"=[(f-u)",d""']. 
Choose a minimal positive integer m such that [u',d"^']=0 for all i>m. 
Suppose m>l. Then, by the above,[(f-u'""')",d"^']= 0. Combining this 
with [u',d"^'] = 0(i > m), we get n [u"'',d"^'] = 0 and hence 
[u"'" ,d"* ] = 0. But this contradicts the minimality of m. Thus, k = 1 
and hence [u,d"^*] = 0. 
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Let R* be the subring generated by all (n+l)-th powers of 
elements of R. Then, it follows from what was just shown above that 
the set N*(R) of nilpotent elements of R* is contained in the center 
Z*(R) of R*. Moreover, by Lemma 4.3.1(11), C*(R) c N*(R) c C*(R). 
Let a' , b* be arbitrary elements of R*. Then both [a , b "^  ] and 
[a*",b'"^'] are in Z*(R). Hence by Lemma 2.3.2, we get 
na*"^'[a\b*"*'] = a*^[a*",b'"^'] = a*[a*",b*"^']a* 
= a*"^'b*"^'a*-a*b*"^'a*"^' 
= ( a V r ' a ' - a * ( b V r ' - 0 . 
According to Lemma 4.3.1 (I), it follows then that 
n[a',b*"^']-0, and therefore [a',b'""'] = 0. Now, by Lemma 4.3.2(11), 
[a*,b*]-0, and hence for all x,y6R, [x"",y""] = 0. Combining this 
with the polynomial identity (xy)""' - x"^'y" ' "^  0' we obtain 
(xy)""' = (yx)"^'. Hence, R is commutative by Corollary 4.3.1. • 
As we have remarked earlier, some known results on rings 
with unity can be extended to s-unital rings by Lemma 4.2.1. 
In this direction we begin with the following result due to 
Psomopoulos [79]. 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let R be an s-unital ring and let m>l and n be 
a fixed positive integers. If [x"y-y'"x,x]=0 for all x , y in R, then R is 
commutative. 
The following lemmas are pertinent for developing the proof of 
the above theorem, whose proofs can be found in the references given 
against the statements of respective lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.3.3 |761. Let R be a ring with unit 1, and let a,b be 
elements of R. If for some integer k > 1, a'^ y = 0 = (a+O'^y then 
necessarily y = 0. 
Lemma 4.3.4 |S3, Proposition 2]. Let f be a polynomial in non 
coramuting indeterminates xi,X2, — , x^ with integer coefficients. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(I) For every ring R satisfying f = 0, C(R) is nil ideal. 
(II) Every semi-prime ring satisfying f =0 is commutative. 
(III) For every prime p, (GF(p))2 fails to satisfy f = 0. 
Proofo£theorem 4.3.3. According to Lemma 4.2.1, we may 
assume that R has unity 1 and is a sub-directly irreducible ring with 
heart S. By hypothesis of theorem we have 
x"[x,y] - [x,y'"]x V x,y e R. (4.2.1) 
If n = 1, we obtain 
[x,y-y'"]={(x+l)[x,y]-[x,y'"](x+l)}-{x[x,y]-[x,y'"]x} = 0 for all x,y in 
R. Thus R is commutative by [40, Theorem 18]. 
Henceforth, we assume that n > 1. In view Lemma 4.3.4, C(R) is nil ideal, 
since X = tii and y = 621 + e22 fail to satisfy (4.2.1). By making repeated use of 
(4.2.1), we see that for any positive integer t 
x'"[x,y]==^x('-'>"[x, y-^ Jx = x'^ -^^"[x , y-^'jx^ = = [x , y'"']x\(4.2.2) 
In particular, if u e N(R) then x'"[x,u] - [x , u^ J^x* = 0 for 
sufficiently large t. Then, we have [x , u]=0 by Lemma 4.3.3. Hence 
C(R) c N(R) c Z(R). (4.2.3) 
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Nov/, we set k=2"*' - 2^ Then, by Lemma 2.3.2, kx"[x , y] = (2x)" 
[2x,y]-[2x,y'"]2x = 0 and so k[x , y] = 0 again by Lemma 4.3.3. We 
obtain therefore, by (4.2.3) and Lemma 2.3.2, [x'',y]=kx'^''[x, y]=0, 
that is 
x*^  € Z(R) for all x in R. (4.2.4) 
In view of (4.2.3) and Lemma 4.3.3 and Lemma 2.3.2 we get 
my'"-'(l-y<""'^^)[x , y'"]x = my'"-'x"[x , y] - my"'^'"-'^[x , y^Jx 
= [x,y"']x"-[x,(y"^)"']x - 0. 
Then, my'"-'(l V"''^^)[x , y""] = 0, and therefore 
my'"-'(lV^'"-"')[x,y'"] = 0. (4.2.5) 
Let u e D(R), the set of all zero divisors of R. Then by (4.2.4), 
/^"•'^^€D(R)nZ(R) and Su''^ " " "'=0.Since mu'"-'[x,u"'](l V<'"-'^V 0 
by (4.2.5), mu'"''[x , u""] ;t 0 gives a contradiction. 0 = S(l - u''^'"""^) 
= Si^O). Hence mu"'^ '""'^ [x, u""] has to be zero. Then, by (4.2.2), 
x^"[x , u]=[x , u^^Jx^ = mu'"*'"'^[x , u'"]x^ = 0, and so [x , u]=0, that 
is, 
D(R)cZ(R). (4.2.6) 
Now, we suppose that [a , b]?tO for some a , b e R. By (4.2.1)and (4.2.4), 
we see that for any x e R 
a"(x'=-x'='")[a , b] = a"x'[a , b]-x'"[a , b"]a 
=a"[a , x^b]-[a,(x'^b)'"]a = 0, 
and so 
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(x-x'='"-'^'')x'^'[a , b] =0 by Lemma 4.3.3. 
In particular, 
(a-a''"-'^^')a'=-'[a,b] = 0. (4.2.7) 
We claim that a-a'"""''" is in D(R). In fact, if a'"'[a , b]=0 then a is in 
D(FO c Z(R) by (4.2.6), which is impossible. Hence a-a'""'''''e Z(R) 
by (4.2.6). This proves that x-x'^^'^^^'e Z(R) for all x e R, and 
therefore R is commutative by [40,Theorem 18]. But this is a 
contradiction. LJ 
4.4 
In the present section we shall study the commutativity of left 
s-unital rings satisfying certain polynomial identities. In this 
direction we begin with the following result due to Quadri and 
Khan [82]. 
Theorem 4.4.1. let R be a left s-unital ring such that there exist 
integers m >1 and n > 1 satisfying the polynomial identity 
[xy -y" 'x" , x] = 0 V X , y e R. (4.4.1) 
Then R is Commutative. 
First, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4.1. Let R be a left s-unital ring satisfying the 
polynomial identity (4.4.1), then R is s-unital. 
Proof. Let u e N(R). Therefore any x e R and t > 1 the identity 
(4.4.1) can be rewritten as follows x' [x , u] = [x , u"" ] x"*. But since 
u is nilpotent, u™ = 0 for sufficiently large t and we get x*[x,u]= 0. 
Since R is left s-unital we have u = eu for some eeR. But e'[e,u] == 0 
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which promptly gives u = ue. Now for arbitrary x e R, there exists 
e € R such that ex = x. further for some e ' e R, e e = e and thus 
Q"X = X and (x - xe"f = 0 i.e. x - xe'' e N(R). since e' (x - xe'') 
= X - x e", we have x - x e = (x - xe') e = 0 which forces x = xe . 
Hence R is s-unital. 
Proof of theorem 4.4.1. Let R be a left s-unital ring satisfying 
(4.4.1). Then by Lemma 4.4.1, R is s-unital. Hence is view of Lemma 
4.2.1, R is commutative if R with unity 1 satisfying (4.4.1) is 
commutative and this is guaranteed by [82 , Lemma 5]. O 
Komatsu, Nishinaka and Tominaga [65] proved the following; 
Theorem 4.4.2. Let R be a left s-unital ring, Let m, n be non 
negative integers. Suppose that for each yeR there exists 
f(X)eX^ Z[X] such that [x, x"" y - f(y) x"] = 0 for all x e R. Then R 
is commutative. 
In order to establish the above theorem we begin with the 
following: 
Lemma 4.4.2. If R is left s-unital ring but not right s-unital, 
then R has a factorsubring of the type (I)/given in 3.4. 
Proof. Since R is not s-unital, there exists xeR such that 
X (2 xR. Choose e, f e R such that e x = x and fe = e. Then f x = x. 
Putting y = x-xf(^0), we see that y^ = 0, ey = y and ye = 0. Choose 
an ideal M of < e, y > which is maximal with respect to y g M and 
put S = < e , y > / M , e = e + M and y = y + M. Since e y = y and 
ye = 0 =3^ ^ we have S = < e > + Zy and Zy is the smallest non-
zero ideal of S, hence Zy is an irreducible left <e>-module. Further, 
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we can see that A = { s e < e > | sy = 0 } is an ideal of S which 
does not contain y; hence A = 0. Therefore <e> is a commutative 
primitive ring, and so a field. Since e = e € A=0, S=Ze ® Zy 
is of type (I), . 
Proof of theorem 4.4.2. It is easy to see that no rings of type 
{\\ or (II) classified in section 3.4, satisfy our assumption. 
Accordingly, by Lemma 4.4.2, R is s-unital. Thus, by Lemma 4.2.1, 
we may assume that R has unity 1. In case m = n = 0, R is 
commutative by [41]. Henceforth, we may assume further that m > 0 
or n > 0. Since x'"[x , y ] = [x , f(y)]x" and (x + i r [ x , y] 
= [x , f(y)](x+l)", we see that x'"[x , y](x+l)" - (x + l)'"[x , y]x" for 
all x, y e R. But x = e22 - en and y = ei2 in M2(GF(p)), (p a prime) 
fails to satisfy the above equality. Hence by Lemma 4.2.3, R has no 
factorsubring of type (III). Finally, suppose that R has a factor 
subring S of the type (V). Choose s , t e T such that [s , t] 9^^  0. Then 
[s , t] = (s + t)'"[s , t] = [s , f(t)] (s+1)" = 0, a contradiction. Thus in 
view of [63, Meta Theorem], R is commutative. G 
Theorem 4.4.3. Let R be a left s-unital ring. Suppose that R 
satisfies a polynomial identity 
X'"[f(X),Y] + w(X , Y)[X , g(Y)] W*(X,Y) = 0, 
Where m is a non negative integer, w(X,Y) and w*(X,Y) are monic 
monomials in Z<X,Y>, the polynomial ring over Z in the non 
commuting indeterminates X and Y, f(X) and g(X) are polynomials in 
XZ[X] with f(l) = ± 1 and g(l) = ±1 and every monomial of 
w(X,Y)g(Y)w'(X,Y) has degree>2 in Y. Suppose that d=(f'(l), g'(l)) 
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is nonzero, where f'(X) and g'(X) are the usual derivatives of f(X) 
and G(X) respectively. If R satisfies the condition Q(d), then R is 
commutative. 
Proof. In view of [63, Meta Theorem], it suffices to show that 
R has no factor subring of type (I) , (II), (IV) or (V). It is easy to 
see that no rings of the type (I) satisfy our polynomial identity. 
Accordingly by Lemma 4.2.3, we also see that R has no factor 
subrings of type (IV). Furthermore, in view of Lemma 4.4.2, R is 
s-unital. Thus by Lemma 4.2.1, we may assume that R has unity. 
The sum of all monomials which have the maximal degree in 
x"'[f(X),Y] + w(X,Y)[X,g(Y)]w*(XY) is one of the following : 
aX'"[X^Y],pw(X,Y)[X,Y']W*(X,Y) and 
aX'"[X\Y] + pw ( X , Y ) [ X , Y ' ] W * ( X , Y ) , where aX'^  and P Y ' a r e the 
leading terms of f(X) and g(Y) respectively. It is easy to see that 
cp(aX'^[X^ ,Y]) = ak and (p(Pw (X,Y)[X,V ]w*(X,Y))-3f. Hence, by 
[61, Theorem], there exists a positive integer n such that n[x , y] = 0 
V X , ye R. since R satisfies Q(d), we may assume that (n , d) = 1. 
Any factorsubring S of R inherits the property that n[x , y] = 0 all 
x , y G S; hence S satisfies Q(d). 
Now, suppose, to the contrary that R = Ma(K) . Let 
a = 
a 0 
[0 a(a) (a(a) ^ a),b = 
0 1 
0 0 
. Then a'"[f(a),b] = -w(a,b)[a,g(b)] 
w*(a , b) = 0. Since a is invertible, we get [f(a) , b] = 0; hence, 
0 = a'"[f(a), 1 +b] = -w(a,l + b)[a,g(l+b)]w*(a,l+b), and therefore 
g [a,b] = [a,g(l+b)]=0 follows. Further, noting that, 0 = a'"[f(a),a+b] 
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= -w(a,a+b)[a , g(a + b)]w*(a , a + b) and the both a and a + b are 
invertible, we get [a , g(a + b)] = 0. As is easily seen, 
g(a + b) = {^^"^ Ws(«)) - g(«)) w«)-«r^' 
I 0 a(g(a)) 
Therefore, [a , g(a + b)] = 0 means that a(g(a)) = g(a), and 
this implies that [g(a),b]=0. It follows (l+b)'"[f(l+b),a] =-w(l+b , a) 
[1+b, g(a)]w*(l+b,a), and hence f(l)[b , a] = [f(l+b),a] = 0. This 
together with g'(l)[a , b] = 0 implies that d[a , b] = 0. By Q(d), this 
forces a contradiction [a , b] = 0. 
Finally, suppose to contrary, that R has a factorsubring of the 
type (V). Choose s , t e T with [s , t] ^ 0. Then 
f'(l) [s , t](l+s)'"[f(l+s),t] = -w(l+s,t)[l+s,g(t)]w*(l+s,t) - 0, 
and so 0 = f'(l)[s,t] = (l+s)'"[f(l+s),l+t] 
-w(l+s,l+t)[l+s,g(l+t)]w*(l+s,l+t) -gi\)[s , t]. 
Hence, d[s,t]=0, and so [s,t]=0 by property Q(d), a contradiction. G 
Theorem 4.4.2 was generalized by Abujabal, Ashraf and 
Alghamdi [7] by considering the following properties: 
P(m , n , p , q): For each x, y in R, there exists f(t)et^Z[t] such 
that [x'"yx"-x''f(y)x'^ , x]=0,where m, n, p, q are fixed non negative 
integers. 
P*(m,n,p,q): For each x,y in R there exists integers m>0, n>0, 
p>0, q> 0 and f(t) e t^  Z[t] such that [x'"yx"-x''f(y)x\x]= 0. 
(I - N(R)): For each x in R either x is central of there exists 
f(t) e t^Z[t] such that x - f(x) e N(R). 
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(C): For all x , y e R there exist f(t), g(t) e t^  Z[t] such that 
[x - f(x),y - g(y)] = 0. 
Theorem 4.4.4. Let R is a left s-unital ring satisfying 
P*(m,o,p,q), then R is a commutative (and conversely). 
Proof. Consider the ring of type (1)^  as given in 3.4, then 
[(eii + e,2)'" e,2-(ei, + ei2)'' f(eii) (en + e\2T,Q\\ + ei2]=-ei2^ 0, 
for all integers m > 0, p > 0. q > 0 and f(t) e t^Z[t]. Accordingly R 
has no factorsubrings of type (1),. Hence, by Lemma 4.4.2, R is a 
s-unital ring and in view of Lemma 4.2.1, we may assume that R has 
unity 1. 
Combining the above fact with [6, proportion 1], we see that no 
rings of type (II), (111), (IV) or (V) satisfy the property P(m,0,p,q) 
and hence by Lemma 3.4.1, R commutative. O 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem, we obtain 
the following result. 
Corollary 4.4.1 Let m, p and q be fixed non-negative integers, 
and let R be a left s-unital ring. If for each x,y in R, there exists an 
integer s = (x,y) > 1 such that [x'"y - x^ y' x^ x] = 0, then R is 
commutative (and conversely) 
Theorem 4.4.5 Let R be a left s-unital ring satisfying 
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P (m,0,p,q) and (1 - N(R)). Then R is commutative (and conversely). 
We begin with the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4.3 Let R be a ring with unity 1 satisfying the 
property (C). If R is non-commutative, then there exists a 
factorsubring of R, which is of the type (I) or (II). 
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Proof of theorem 4.4.5. It is easy to see that the arguments 
given in first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4.4.4 are still valid in 
the present situation. So we assume henceforth that R has unity 1 and 
no rings of the type (I) satisfying the condition P*(m,0,p,q). Also, if R 
fa 0 "l (0 n 
is a ring of the type(II), then we choose x= ^ _^  ^ (o(a?ta),y = \0 Oj [0 o(a)j 
we get, [x'"y - xPf(y)x'' , x] = -x'"[x , y] = a'"(a - a(a))y ^ 0, for 
every f(t) e t^  Z[t]. Thus no rings of the type (II) satisfy P*(m,0,p,q). 
Since N(R) c Z(R) by [6, Lemma 4], it is straight forward to see that 
R satisfies (C). Hence in view of Lemma 4.4.3, R is commutative. O 
The following result is consequence of the above theorem. 
Corollary 4.4.2. Let R be a left s-unital ring. Suppose that for 
each x,y e R there exist integers m > 0, p > 0, q > 0, and s > 1 such 
that [x^y - x''y^ , x] = 0, for each x in R either x is central or there 
exists f(t) € t^Z[t] such that x - f(x) e N(R). Then R is commutative 
(and conversely). 
4.5. 
In the foregoing sections we have studied commutativity of 
s-unital rings and left s-unital rings satisfying certain polynomial 
identities. In this section we shall study some commutativity 
conditions for right s-unital rings. 
Following definition 4.2.3, the property Q(n) is an H-property 
in the sense of [53]. It is obvious that every n-torsion free ring R has 
the property Q(n) and every ring has the property Q(l), also, it is 
clear that if a ring R has the property Q(n), then R has the property 
Q(m) for every divisor m of n. 
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In a paper [1] Abujabal proved the following: 
Theorem 4.5.1. Let n > 1, m , t and s be non negative integers. 
Suppose a right s-unital ring satisfies the polynomial identity 
[x" , y]x' = [x,y"']y' V x , y in R. If either R has the property Q(n) or 
n,m are relatively prime positive integers, then R is commutative. 
The above result was further extended by Abujabal and 
Obaid [4] considering the following identity: 
[x", y ] x ' = / [ x , y-"]y^ v x, yeR. (4.5.1) 
Theorem 4.5.2 Let n>l, m, r, s and t be fixed non negative 
integers and let R be the right s-unital ring satisfying the polynomial 
identity (4.5.1). Further, if R possesses the property Q(n), then R is 
commutative. 
We shall require the following well-known results for 
developing the proof of the above theorem. 
Lemma 4.5.1 [12, Lemma 2] Let R be a ring with unity 1 and x, 
y be elements in R. If kx"'[x , y]=0 and k(x+l)'^[x , y] = 0 for some 
integers m > 1 and k > I, then k[x , y]=0. 
Lemma 4.5.2 (82, Lemma 3] Let R be a ring with unity 1 and 
let X, y be elements in R. If (l-y'')x = 0, then and k(l-y'^"')x=0, for 
some positive integers k > 0 and m > 0. 
The following lemma shows that the ring considered in 
Theorem 4.5.2 in infact an s-unital ring. In view of Lemma 4.2.1, this 
enables us to reduce the proof of Theorem 4.5.2 to a ring with unity. 
Lemma 4.5.3 Let n>0, m, r, s and t be fixed non-negative 
integers such that (n ,r, s, m, t) 9^  (1, 0, 0, 1, 0) and let R be a 
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right s-unital ring satisfying the polynomial identity (4.5.1). Then R 
is s-unital ring. 
Proof. Let x, y be arbitrary elements in R and choose an 
element e e R such that xe = x and ye = y. Replace x by e in (4.4.1), 
to get e"y e*-ye"'' = y'e y-^'^y^"" ey\ So y = e"yeRy for n>0. Thus R 
is left s-unital, hence s-unital. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5.2. By Lemma 4.5.3, R is s-unital. 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.2.1, we can assume that R has unity I. 
If m=0, then (4.4.1) gives [x" , y]x' = 0 V x , y e R. Hence 
n[x,y]x'^"''=0 V x,ye R. By Lemma 4.5.1, we can obtain n[x , y] = 0 
V X , y e R which by property Q(n) gives [x,y] = 0 V x,y e R. 
Therefore, R is commutative. 
Now, we consider m > 1. Let q = p^  "-p, for a prime p. Then 
from (4.5.1), q[x",y]x' = [(px)",y](px)' - py^  Ky-^Jy^ 
= [ (px) \y] (px) ' - / [ (px) ,y" ' ]y^ = 0. 
Therefore, qn[x , y]x'*""' = 0 V x , y € R. Putting k = qn. Then by 
Lemma 4.4.1, we obtain k[x , y]=0 V x , y e R. Thus [x'',y] 
= kx''"'[x , y] = 0 for all X , y e R. So 
x^eZ(R) V X e R (4.5.2) 
we consider the following two cases: 
(I) Combining [8, Lemma 7 and Lemma 8], we have 
C(R) c N(R) c Z(R). (4.5.3) 
If m>l, then by (4.5.1) and (4.5.3), we get 
[x", y]x' = m[x , yly'^ ^^""-' for all x, y in R. 
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Replacing y by y" we get [x" , y'Jx' = m[x , y'-'jy-^'*^*'"-!). Thus, 
my""'' [x" , y]x* = m[x , y-^ jy-^ ^^^*"-") for all x , yeR. By (4.5.1) again, 
we obtain m[x , y'"]y^ '^"^^-'=m[x , y - j y - ^ — ' ) So 
m[x , y"']y^^^ '^"-' (l.y<"'-'^^'*'^'""'^)- 0 V x , y e R. 
By Lemma 4.5.2, we get 
m[x,y'"]y^^-^''"-'(iy-'^<^'^''"-'^)=0 Vx,yeR. (4.5.4) 
Now, by (4.5.3), the polynomial identity (4.4.1) becomes 
n[x , y]x''"-' = m[x , y]y^^^""-'V x , y G R. (4.5.5) 
It is well known that R is isomorphic to a sub-direct sum of 
subdirectly irreducible rings Rj (iel, the index set). Each Rj satisfies 
(4.5.1), (4.5.2), (4.5.3), (4.5.4) and (4.5.5) but not necessarily has 
Q(n) property. We consider the ring Ri(iel, the index set). Let H be 
the intersection of all non-zero ideals of Rj. Then H ^ (0), and 
Hd ^ 0, for any central zero divisor d. 
Let a e D(Ri), the set of all zero divisors in Rj. Then by (4.5.4) 
we have m[x,a'"]a^'^"'"-'(]-a^<""'^<''^^"'^) = 0 for all x e Rj. If 
m|[x,a'"]a''^'"-';^0,then a'<'"-'>^'*^'"'-'^eZ(R.) and l-a'^^'"-')*^'^''"-'^eZ(R.) 
.So (0) = H(l-a » (^'"-')(-s.m-i)-^  = H ^ 0, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, 
m[x,a'"]a^''""-' =0 V x e Rj . (4.5.6) 
By (4.5.5) and (4.5.6), we have n[x,a'"]x'^"-'= m[x , a'"]a'"^''^""-'^ = 0. 
Therefore by Lemma 4.5.1, n [x,a'"] = 0 and hence nm[x , ala™'' = 0. 
Now, n'[x , a]x»""-' = n(n[x, ajx''"'') = nm[x,a]a'^"^'"-'=0 for all xeR.. 
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By Lemma 4.5.1, we get n^[x,a]=0 for xeR,. But [x" ,a]=n^x" "'[x, a]. 
Therefore, 
[x"^ , a] = 0 V X e R. . (4.5.7) 
Let c G Z(R.). Then (4.5.1) gives (c''"-c)[x",y]x*= [(cx)",y](cx)* 
- c[x",y]x' = [(cx)",y](cx)'-y^[(cx),y"]y^ = 0 for all x,y G R.. By 
Lerorna 2.3.2, we obtain n(c'""-c)[x,y]x*^"'' = 0 for all x.yeR,. Now 
by Lemma 4.5.1, we have n(c'*"-c)[x,y] = 0 which implies 
(c'^"-c)[x",y] = 0 V x,y 6 R, . (4.5.8) 
In particularly, by (4.5.2) we obtain 
(y''('-n)y)[x",y] - 0 for all x,y e R, (4.5.9) 
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Now, consider yeR,. If [x".y]=0, then clearly [x" ,y^  - y]=0 for 
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all positive integers j and xeR,. If [x" ,y]9!:0,then [x",y]9!:0,for 
[x",y] = 0 implies that [x" ,y]=0, which is a contradiction. Since 
[x°.y] ;t 0, then (4.5.9) implies that (y''^'^"V) e D(R). Therefore, 
(yk(t.n-iM_y^ 6 D(R). Hence, by (4.5.7) 
j^n^ yk(t.n-lM_yj = 0 V X,y 6 R, . (4.5.10) 
As each R, satisfies (4.5.10), the original ring R also satisfies 
(4.5.10). But R has the property Q(n), therefore, combining (4.5 10) 
with Lemma 2 3.2, we finally obtain 
jxyk(t.n-i)n_y-| = 0 V x , y e R. 
So R is Commutative by [40, Theorem 18]. 
(I) Let m = 1. Then we get [x", y]x' = y'[x,y]y' for all x,y G R. 
Thus, n[x,y]x*^""'= y'[x,y]y' Vx , y G R. Replace x by x" in the 
last identity to get n[x",y]x"^'*"-'S'[x",y]y'=[x",y]y'"^=nx'-'y'[x,y]y^ 
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= n x"'[x",y]x*=n[x",y]x*'"' for all x,y€R. Therefore, n[x",y]x*'"' 
(j.^(n-i)(t.n-i)>j = 0. which in view of Lemma 4.5.2, yields 
n[x",yK'"-'(l-x'^^"'^<''"-'^) - 0 Vx , y e R. (4.5.11) 
As in case (I) if aeD(Ri), then by (4.4.11), we obtain n[a",y]a'*"' 
(l-a*^^""'^ '^^ ""'^ ) = 0 for all y e Ri. By a similar argument as in case 
(I), we can prove that 
n[a",y]a''""'= 0 Vy e Rj. (4.5.12) 
Now, we have y'[a",y]y'' = n[a",y]a"*''"''^) = 0, and by Lemma 4.5.1, 
we get [a",y]=0 y VxeRj. Therefore, [a,y]y'''=y'[a,y]y'' = [a",y]a' = 0. 
So by Lemma 4.5.1, we have 
[a,y] = 0 for all y G R, . (4.5.13) 
If c € Z(Ri), then as in case (1), we obtain (c'^" -c)[x,y]=0 Vx,y e Rj. 
In particular, by Lemma 4.5.2 we have (x''^'*"^-x'')[x,y] = 0 Vx,y6Ri. 
If [x,y]=0 Vx,yeRi then R satisfies [x,y]=0 Vx,yeR. Therefore, R is 
Commutative. Now, if for each x,yeRi,[x,y]itO then 
(xk(t.n.i).i_^^ €D(R,), and hence (x'*''"-')''-x)6D(R). But (4.5.13) is 
satisfied by original ring R. Therefore, (x'^'^^^"''^"-x) e Z(R) for each 
X e R. Hence, R is Commutative by [40, Theorem 18]. O 
The following example demonstrates that existence of the 
property Q(n) in the above theorem is essential. 
Example 4.5.1 Let 
A,= 
'O 1 O' 
0 0 0 
0^ 0 0^  
, B,= 
0^ 0 \^ 
0 0 0 
0^ 0 0) 
, c,= 
0^ 0 O' 
0 0 1 
,0 0 0^  
be elements 
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of the ring of all 3 x 3 matrices over Z2, the ring of integers mod 2. 
If R is the ring generated by the matrices Ai, Bj and C|, then using 
Doroh construction with Z2, we obtain a ring with unity 1. Then R is 
non-commutative and satisfies [x ,y] = [x,y ] for all x, y e R. 
Next theorem shows that the conclusion of Theorem 4.5.2 is 
still valid if the property Q(n) is replaced by the condition that m,n 
are relatively prime positive integers. 
Theorem 4.5.3 [4, Theorem 3] Let m > 1 and n > 1 be 
relatively prime positive integers and let r, s and t be non-negative 
integers. If R is a right s-unital ring satisfying the polynomial 
identity (4.5.1), then R is Commutative. 
The following theorem deals with the commutativity of R 
satisfying (4.5.1) for the case n = 1 if we drop the condition Q(n). 
Theorem 4.5.4 Let m, r, s and t be fixed non negative integers 
such that (t.m,r,s) ^ (0.1.0,0). If R is a right s-unital ring satisfying 
the polynomial identity 
[x,y]x' = y'[x,y'"]y^ V x,y e R. (4.5.14) 
Then R is commutative. 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.5.3, R is s-unital ring. 
Hence, in view of Lemma 4.2.1, we can prove the theorem for ring R 
unity 1. We consider the following cases: 
(I) If m = 0, then identity (4.5.14) becomes 
[x , y]x' = 0 for all x, y e R. 
By Lemma 4.5.1, [x , y] = 0 for each x, y e R. Therefore, R is 
commutative. 
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(II) Suppose m > 1. Then x = 622 and y = Cij fail to satisfy the 
identity (4.5.14). So by Lemma 4.2.3, C(R) c N(R). Let at a e N(R). 
Then there exists a positive integer p such that 
a'' e Z(R) for all k > p, and p is minimal (4.5.15) 
If p = 1, then a e Z(R). Now, let p > 1 and b = a^"'. Then, (4.4.14) 
gives [x,b]x' = b'[x,b'"]b' V x e R. In view of (4.5.15)and (p-l)m > p, 
for m > 1, we obtain [x,b]x' = 0 for all x in R. By Lemma 4.5.1, we 
get [x,b] = 0 V X 6 R. Therefore, a""' e Z(R), which is contradiction. 
So p - 1, and N(R) c Z(R). Thus C(R) c N(R) c Z(R). The method 
of the proof of Theorem 4.5.2 enables us to establish the 
commutativity of R. 
(III) Let m = 1. The identity (4.5.14) becomes 
[x,y]x'= y^[x,y]y^ V x,y 6 R. (4.5.16) 
If s = r = 0 then, t > 0. Thus [x,y]x' = [x,y]Vx,yeR. Therefore, R is 
commutative by [60,Theorem]. Similarly, r=t=0(s>0) or s=t=0 (r>0) 
in (4.5.16), then R is again commutative by [60, Theorem]. Let t > 0, 
r > 0 and s > 0. Then x = e22 and y = ei2 fail to satisfy the identity 
(4.5.15). By Lemma 4.2.3, C(R) c N(R). 
If a € N(R), then (4.5.15) holds for any positive integer p. Let 
b=aP-'. Then b^  e Z(R) and b' e Z(R). Thus,[x , b]x ' = b'[x , b]b'* 
=[x,b'*'^'] = 0 for all x in R. So [x,b] - 0 V x e R. As in case (1), we 
can proved that N(R) c Z(R). So C(R) c N(R) c Z(R). Hence, 
[x,y]x' = x'[x,y] = y'[x,y]y^- [x,y]y^''' V x,y e R. (4.5.17) 
Now, ^j>^]^np;0siti/ye integer q the identity (4.5.17) becomes 
< Ace. No... )= j^ 
x'"[x,y] = [x.yjy"^'"'' V x,y e R. (4.5.18) 
Let ^=(p'^"*-p) for some prime p Then f>0 and £y' [x,y]y^ 
= [x,(py)](py)"^- p[x , y]y^^^= [x,(py)](py)'*^-[x,(py)]x»= 0 and 
hence, ^[x,y] = 0. Thus, [x',y]= ix''^ [x,y]= 0 and 
x' G Z(R) V X e R. (4.5.19) 
Therefore, by (4.5.18) and (4 5.19) we get [x'**',y] = [x,y'^''''^^'] for 
all x,y e R In view of [53, proposition 3(11)] there exists positive 
integer j such that [x,y''^'^'''^'*'] = 0 V x,y e R. But {f{T+s)+\)'^ ik+\ 
for some positive integer k Then (4 5 19) yields [x,y]y''' = 0 and so 
by Lemma 4.5.1, we obtain [x,y] = 0 V x,y e R. Therefore, R is 
commutative. CI 
In section 4 4, we have Theorem 4 4.4 and Theorem 4.4.5 for 
commutativity of left s-unital ring satisfying the polynomial 
identities P(m,0,p,q) and P*(m,0.p.q) respectively If left s-unital 
ring is replaced by right s-unital ring and P(m,0,p,q), P*(m,0,p,q) by 
P(0,n,p,q) and P*(0,n,p,q) respectively, then statement of these 
theorems remain still valid Hence, we have the following" 
Theorem 4.5.5. Let R be a right s-unital ring satisfying 
P(0,n,p,q), then R is commutative(and conversely). 
Proof. Consider the ring of the t> pe (I). Then 
®12 ®22 ®22 H®12)®22' ® ' 22 = ej2 ^ 0, 
For all integers n > 0, p > 0, q > 0 and f(t)e t^Z[t]. Thus, R has no 
factorsubring of the type (l)r and by dual of Lemma 4.4.2, R is s-
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unital. Now, using the same argument as used in the proof of 
Theorem 4.4.4, we get the required result. G 
Corollary 4.5.1. Let n,p and q be fixed positive integers and R 
be a right s-unital ring. If for each x,y e R, there exists an integer 
s= s(x,y) > 1 such that [yx" - x^ y*" x*^ , x] = 0 then R is commutativity 
(and conversely). 
The following theorem can also be proved on the same lines as 
we have proved Theorem 4.4.5, employing the necessary variations. 
Theorem 4.5.6. Let R be right s-unital ring satisfying 
P*(o,n,p,q) and (1 -N(R)). Then R is commutative (and conversely). 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem we obtain 
the following result. 
Corollary 4.5.2. Let R be a right s-unital ring. Suppose that for 
each x,y e R, there exist integers n > 0 , p > 0 , q > 0 and s > 1 e that 
[yx" - x"y' x"* , x] = 0 and for each xeR either x is central or there 
exists f(t) e t^Z[t] such that x-f(x) e N(R). Then R is commutative 
(and conversely). 
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